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Chamberlin 2009

ABSTRACT. Maple is a mathematical software program containing packages of tools that may be
used in making difficult computations. The Tensor sub-package of Maple's Differential Geometry
package is a collection of commands used for making tensor computations on manifolds. We present
a series of new tools for the Tensor package. Included with these tools are new commands to compute
objects of geometric and physical interest - energy-momentum tensors, matter field equations, the
Bel-Robinson tensor, etc. - along with tools to compute the geometric properties of these objects.
Additionally, an electronic database of exact solutions to the Einstein field equations has been
created for use within the Differential Geometry package. Several geometric and algebraic properties
of each Lorentz metric, including Killing vector fields, orbits and isometry groups, orthonormal
frames, and Petrov types, have been computed and are included in this database. To provide
researchers with a mechanism for utilizing elements of this exact solutions database, a graphical
user interface has also been developed. Applications of the new tools in the Tensor package are
extensive, and will provide researchers with a more useful interface for investigating problems in
theoretical physics and mathematics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Maple is a popular mathematical software program that provides packages of tools for vari

ous mathematical computations. Its Differential Geometry package has been widely successful in
giving researchers the ability to compute various objects of interest, along with their geometric
and algebraic properties. The Tensor sub-package of the Differential Geometry package provides a
specialized set of tools for doing tensor computations on manifolds.
The purpose of this text is to describe a series of new objects for the Tensor package. The new
tools include commands for computing objects of mathematical and physical interest, along with
their geometric and algebraic properties, and a database of exact solutions to the Einstein field
equations.
The database of exact solutions includes both Lorentz metrics and various properties that have
been computed for each. New commands from the Tensor package have been utilized to compute
algebraic properties of these solutions, including Petrov type, Segre type, Killing vector fields,
isometry groups and a convenient orthonormal frame. The Retrieve command is used to access
database entries in Maple, from which point researchers may manipulate and examine solutions.
Each solution in the exact solutions database has undergone an extensive verification process,
including validation as a solution to the Einstein equations. Other verification processes exist to
control the syntax and formatting of database entries, and to eliminate flaws in the new software.
A number of new commands has been included in the new Tensor package. The Energy
MomentumTensor command computes the energy-momentum tensor for a gravitational field.
The BelRobinson command computes the Bel-Robinson tensor for a metric. Finally, to provide
researchers with an easy-access database search tool, a graphical user interface (GUI) has been
developed for use within Maple. This StephaniSearch maplet provides for a point-and-click ap
proach to searching for exact solutions to the Einstein equations.

2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

Mathematical notation and terminology will be used greatly throughout this document. In this
section, preliminary mathematical and physical concepts are introduced for later reference.
2.1. Vectors, Tensors and Manifolds. Vectors play an important role in many areas of physics,
so it is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with vector spaces. Instead of a full axiomatic
treatment of vector spaces, definitions and concepts relevant to this document are outlined below.
The reader should consult references [1-4] for more complete treatment of these topics.
Suppose that V and Ware finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field ffi..
T : V ------> W is a map defined such that the condition

A linear map

T(au + v) = aT(u) + T(v)
is satisfied, where u, v E V and a E ffi.. The notion of linearity is fundamental in the development
of tensors as multilinear maps, which will be discussed shortly.
Consider the set of all linear functionals from V to ffi., that is, {(l I (l : V

------>

ffi.}. It is a simple

task to show that there is a natural vector space structure on this set (see [1,2]). The dual vector
space (or just dual space) V* is a vector space consisting of the set of all linear functionals from V
to its field of scalars (in this case, ffi.). A vector w E V* is a dual vector. In physics, w is referred
to as a covector, covariant vector, or a I-form.
There is a natural sort of relationship between a vector space V and its dual space. First, it
can be shown that dim(V) = dim(V*), which implies that V ~ V* (recall that finite vector spaces
of equal dimension are isomorphic). Since V and V* are isomorphic, they have in some sense the
"same" structure. It is a natural next step to investigate the relationship between the basis vectors
for V and those for V*. Let {Vi} be a basis for V. We can define a dual basis {wi} for V* by

where 0] is the Kronecker delta. l Notice that the dual vector has index up, rather than down.
It is possible to also consider the dual of the dual space, V**. This is the vector space con
sisting of all the linear functionals T : V* ------> ffi.. However, given the basis of dual vectors wi and
the canonical relationship wi (Vj) = Vi (w j ) = 0] with basis vectors Vi from V, it is clear that the
vectors in V* may be mapped into ffi. using the Vi. Consequently, V

~

V** in a natural sense for

lOther bases may be defined for V', but this basis is rather convenient for reasons which will soon become apparent.
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finite-dimensional vector spaces (this is sometimes referred to as the "natural" isomorphism).
Now we may describe manifolds. It is simplest to think of a manifold as a formal definition of
"space", though this is not quite accurate mathematically. In order to define manifolds precisely,
we require some other definitions. Let x = (Xl, X2, ... , x n ) be an n-tuple in lRn . An open ball of
radius r at a point p in lR n is the set

An open set in lRn is any set that can be expressed as a union of open balls.
The general idea is that open sets have no boundary points [5]. A manifold consists of struc
tures that "look" like lRn and can be smoothly sewn together. More precisely, given a point p
on manifold M, there exists an open neighborhood of points around p that can be mapped to an
open neighborhood of lRn with a continuous bijective function that has a continuous inverse (a
homeomorphism). We can now make this definition rigorous:
Definition. Let M be a set and 00< be a collection of subsets of M. M is a real, n-dimensional

manifold if the following properties are satisfied:
(1) The 00: cover M, so that for every p EM, P lies in at least one of the 00:'
(2) For each a there exists a bijective map 'ljJ : 00: ------; Uo:, where Uo: is an open subset of lRn .
The map 'ljJ is called a chart.
(3) If any two sets 00: and 0(3 overlap (i.e. have a non-empty intersection), then we can consider
the Coo map 'ljJ(3 0 'ljJ;;1. This function takes points from the intersection of the 00: and maps
them from one chart to the other.
The tangent space at p E M is an n-dimensional vector space and is denoted by TpM (see [6] for
rigorous treatment of tangent spaces). Mappings between manifolds lead to the following important
definition. Suppose that M and N are differentiable manifolds and <I> : M ------; N is a smooth map.
Then for p E M, q E N, we may define the push-forward to be the linear map <I>* : TpM ------; TqN,
where <I>(p) = q.
We now define tensors. Tensors are simply multi-linear maps. One can think of them as a
generalization of vectors, in the sense that they carry geometric information. More formally,
Definition. Let V be a vector space over lR with corresponding dual space V*. A tensor of rank

(n, m) is the multilinear map
3

T : V* x ... x V* x V x ... x V
~

'-v-'

n factors

m factors

-----7

IR.

In the following sections, tensors will be denoted using abstract index notation. In this context a
rank (n, m) tensor appears as T~lb~:.:b:n.
Consider the bilinear map 9 : V X V -----7 IR. When 9 is symmetric, non-degenerate and positive
definite, it is called an inner product; when 9 is not positive definite, it is usually referred to as a
pseudo inner product. The map 9 is important because it allows the notions of length and distance
to be discussed on vector spaces.
Let M be a manifold with the map 9 everywhere defined, and {ed be a basis for the tangent
space TpM. If this basis is orthonormal with respect to 9 - i.e., an orthonormal frame - then it
must be true that

But this map simply takes two vectors from Tp JJ1 to IR. Thus, 9 may be thought of as a rank
(0,2) tensor. This tensor is called the metric tensor. Since each point p E M has assigned to it
a tangent space, there exists a metric tensor at each point in M. This is called a metric tensor
field. Metrics that are positive definite on a four-dimensional manifold (i. e., signature + + ++) are
called Riemannian. In general relativity we typically consider spacetime metrics, which are called
Lorentzian and satisfy

where 'f)ij denotes the signature - + ++.
Manifolds with an inner product defined on each tangent space are consequently called Rie
mannian (if the inner product is positive definite) or Lorentzian (for the converse case).
There is another approach to thinking about metric tensors. 2 Let 9 define a metric tensor field
over manifold M, and suppose that a basis {vd exists for the tangent space at p E M. For a fixed
vector v, we obtain the map W v = g(v,') : V -----7 IR. This is just a linear function; inserting any
other vector u in this function maps u to its field of scalars, and can therefore be thought of as a
linear functional- in other words, fixing one argument of g produces the I-form W v ' Consequently
2We will frequently refer to the metric tensor as "the metrie", but this should not be confused with the topological
concept of a metric.
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it may be shown that the ith component of this I-form is

where ei is the ith basis vector for V. One may therefore speak of the metric tensor as a mapping
between vectors and I-forms [3].

2.2. Fields and Sources. One of the predominant features of matter and its interactions is the in
terplay between a field and its source. This is easy to see in Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism;3
Maxwell's equations describe the interaction between electric and magnetic fields and their sources.
Many parallels can be drawn between Maxwell's electromagnetism and Einstein's theory of rel
ativity. In fact, the disaccord between the theories of Maxwell and Newton in the late 19th century
was one of the driving forces that led to the development of special relativity. It can also be useful
to construct an analogy between the perspectives of Newton and Einstein.
For Newton, the realm of physics was a four-dimensional Euclidean space. Though space was
relative, time was absolute, viewed the same by all observers. Using this framework for the universe,
the gravitational field is described as a conservative vector field, and may therefore be obtained
from a potential function

F=

-m\l¢

where m is the mass of a test particle4 in the field. In the coordinate-free formulation of Newton's
theory, the gravitational potential ¢ is related to the mass density p by the field equation

where G is Newton's constant. If at every point ¢ is bounded and p vanishes, ¢ is forced to be
constant. It follows that the source of the gravitational field is the mass density p. Thus, a field
equation relates the field to its source, and characterizes the interplay between the two.
A complete generalization from Netwon's theory to Einstein's is not possible, because the arena
for doing physics changes in general relativity. One of the key results of special relativity is that the
laws of physics are equally valid in all inertial reference frames, and the universality of the speed
of light as measured by any observer forces the relativity of simultaneity: there can be no absolute
notion of simultaneity. Events that are simultaneous in one frame need not be simultaneous in
3The simplest case is that of a moving electron. Currents are the source of magnetic fields, but an electron moving
through a magnetic field is deflected according to the Lorentz force.
4Test particles are not considered to be sources of the field.
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another frame. In other words, time is not an absolute quantity in Einstein's universe.
In special relativity, physical events take place on a four-dimensional manifold with a flat
Lorentzian metric. The problem with trying to generalize this notion to general relativity is that
it is not possible to construct global inertial reference frames [2]. This is due to the Principle of
Equivalence. Instead, events in general relativity take place on a four-dimensional spacetime man
ifold, but the metric does not have to be flat. In fact, the curvature of spacetime is intrinsically
related to the gravitational field.
In Newton's theory of gravity, the source of the gravitational field is the mass density p. This
concept becomes more broad in the case of general relativity. Matter takes on the analogue mat
ter distribution, and fields (e.g., electromagnetic) may contribute to the gravitational field. The
source of the gravitational field is therefore more complex than in Newton's theory. The object
that generalizes the mass density p is called the energy-momentum tensor. 5 The energy-momentum
tensor is a symmetric, rank (0,2) tensor, and contains all relevant information about mass density,
energy density, momentum density, etc. It is now possible to relate the source of the gravitational
field - the energy momentum tensor - to the field itself, which is dependent on the curvature of
spacetime. The field equation is

where A is the cosmological constant,6 R ab is the Ricci tensor, R is the Ricci scalar (obtained
through contraction with the metric gab), K, is a constant, and Tab is the energy-momentum tensor.
The left hand side of this equation is often simplified in appearance with the use of the Einstein
tensor, which is defined as Gab = Rab - ~Rgab' Interestingly, vanishing energy-momentum tensor
(analogous to vanishing p in Newton's theory) does not imply that there is no gravitational field
- non-vanishing second derivatives of the metric lead to the consequence that gravity gravitates.
As stated previously, a field equation describes the interaction between a field and its source; it
describes the manner in which the source creates the field. With the case of Einstein's equations,
it is also useful to consider the manner in which sources are affected by fields. This description is
given by what are called the matter field equations.

5This is also frequently referred to as the stress-energy or stress-energy-momentum tensor; the terms are used inter
changeably.
6In many cases, A = O.
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2.3. Group Actions and Isometries. A diffeomorphism between manifolds is a smooth bijec
tive map with smooth inverse. 7 Let M and N be n-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds. Given the
diffeomorphism <I> : M ------; N, we call <I> an isometry of 9 in the case that <I>*(g) = g. Isometries are
thus maps that preserve the notions of angle and distance. The isometry group for a given Lorentz
manifold is a collection of isometries that form a group with composition of diffeomorphisms as the
operation.
It is useful at this point to make some definitions relating to groups. Let G be a group with

operation * and S be a set. The group action of (G, *) on S is the map defined by p: G x S
such that the conditions

--+

S

(1) p(g,e) = e for all s E S
and

(2) p(a, (b, s)) = p(a * b, s) for all a, bEG, s E S
are satisfied.
When a group G acts on a set S, it is convenient to consider what effect this action has on the
elements of S. To do this we examine the orbit of a point s E S. Given a group G acting on S the
orbit of s E S is defined to be Gs = {g * s E S I 9 E G}. The orbit describes the way in which an
element of S is moved by the group G.
A flow, or one-parameter group of transformations, is the action of the group JR with the op
eration + on JRn. As it turns out, flows are closely related to vector fields. This has to do with
the fact that a family of curves with corresponding family of intervals (containing the origin) may
be used to define a vector field; the vector field X can be obtained by considering the derivative
of a curve at a point [5]. The vector field X that is obtained in this way is referred to as the
infinitesimal generator of the flow cp. Given either a flow cp or a vector field X, one can typicalll
find the corresponding vector field or flow, respectively.
It is interesting to consider the class of functions which are invariant under a flow. These are
the functions f : JRn ------; JR such that for x EM, f (x) = f (cp( t, x)). Similarly, the invariants of a
vector field X are the functions f : JRn ------; JR that satisfy XU) = O. It can be shown (see [5,6])
7Diffeomorphisms are differentiable maps, whereas homeomorphisms are only continuous. That is, every diffeomor
phism is a homeomorphism, but the converse of this statement is not necessarily true because continuous functions
need not be differentiable.
SOne's ability to do this depends on the existence of solutions to differential equations; see [5,6].
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that the function

f

is an invariant of the flow 'P if and only if

f

is an invariant of the vector field X.

The result of this statement is the consequence that isometries may be found by considering vector
fields which are the infinitesimal generators of one-parameter groups of isometries. To utilize this
idea we require the use of Killing's equation, which is given by

where Lxg is the Lie derivative of the metric in the x direction. Solutions to Killings equation are
Killing vector fields X that, in essence, preserve the metric -

they are the infinitesimal genera

tors of flows that are continous isometries of the metric. Finding solutions to Killings equation is
therefore a suitable method of finding isometries.

Remark: There is an interesting problem that sometimes arises in relativity. Given two metric
tensors expressed in different coordinates, and both satisfying the Einstein equations, how can one
tell if these metric tensors both represent the same solution? That is, is it possible to determine
whether there is a diffeomorphism that would allow a change of coordinates between the metrics?
The objects defined above are useful in terms of answering this question. Certain properties of
metrics are invariant under coordinate change. The study of these properties can yield necessary,
but not sufficient, evidence that two metrics are actually the same. A first attempt at answering
this equivalence problem therefore involves the computation of numerous properties and objects for
each metric, including Killing vector fields, isometry groups and orbits. The signature of a metric
is also quite useful. At a point p on TpM, two Lorentz metrics have the same signature. This
may not be true if the metrics are restricted to a tangent space lying on a sub-manifold of M. To
study this problem, we use the following idea. The orbits of an isometry group form a submanifold
of M. The signature of each Lorentz metric may then be determined on a tangent space of this
submanifold, which is spanned by the Killing vector fields.
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3. EXACT SOLUTIONS TO THE EINSTEIN FIELD EQUATIONS

Simply put, an exact solution is a Lorentz metric g that satisfies the Einstein equations. Recall
from section 2.2 that the Einstein equations describe the relationship between the gravitational
field and its source. Spacetime is viewed as a manifold M, which is endowed with a Lorentz metric
g. The curvature of this metric is related to the matter distribution of spacetime.
Exact solutions play an important role in current gravitational physics research, and have
shaped modern understandings of general relativity. It is not just finding exact solutions that is
important. To the contrary, studies of the solutions themselves, and their properties - symmetries,
topologies, local geometries, sources and singularities, etc. - playa non-trivial role in general rel
ativity's current developments [7,8]. This is due to the fact that solutions are almost always special
cases: finding non-trivial solutions to the Einstein equations requires some reduction of the prob
lem, which usually is done by exploiting symmetries or algebraic properties [2,9-11]. As a result,
there is no single method preferred for finding solutions to the Einstein equations. Additionally,
although many exact solutions exist, very few pose physically interesting results. In many cases it
is desirable to adapt various solutions to certain astrophysical, cosmological or theoretical models
and consider the possibility of various modifications to these solutions, but the complexity of the
computations is frequently an impediment to progress.
In recent years, it has become easier to study difficult problems in theoretical physics and math
ematics, mainly due to developments in computer technology and computing software. Software
tools offer generous benefits to researchers in the sciences; they greatly reduce the amount of time
necessary for making difficult algebraic computations, prevent arithmetic errors from taking place,
and provide an interface for sharing results.
Few algebraic computing tools exist specifically for gravitational physicists, however; most
developments in software thus far are characterized by a mathematical approach, rather than a
physical one. Also, while several resources offer some analysis of the exact solutions to the field
equations (see [10,12,13]), these texts are difficult to utilize due to their length and organization,
limiting them in their usefulness for research. Symmetries and other useful properties of the solu
tions are consequently easy to miss when searching through texts. Furthermore, different notations
among tensor and differential geometry researchers force others to "translate" their results, making
research even more error prone. Consequently, a primary objective of this work is to provide an
application for gravitational physicists to analyze solutions to the Einstein field equations. This has
been done with the creation of an electronic database of exact solutions for use in the Differential
Geometry package of the software Maple.

9

The formulation of a useful database of exact solutions to the Einstein equations demands several
criteria:
• Solutions should be easy to access and manipulate using standard Maple worksheets.
• Solutions should not be maintained for use within a specific coordinate system (information
should be general enough to allow researchers their own choice of coordinates).
• The database should contain as many solutions as possible.
• Other physically/mathematically relevant information should be given with each solution.
The design of the exact solutions database has centered on these criteria. To meet the fourth
criteria, algebraic and geometric structures have been computed for each solution, and classifications
of various types have been included. Details on these computations and the structure of database
entries are discussed below.

3.1. Database Entry Format. Entries of the exact solutions database must be easily accessible
within a Maple worksheet. They are first transcribed to a text file with the extension ".mm". This
allows for the file to be loaded into a Maple worksheet via Maple's read command. After entries
have been checked for errors (see section 4), they become part of the DifferentialGeometry.mla
file, and may be accessed directly from Maple utilizing the Differential Geometry:-Library sub
package.
Each exact solution has been taken from Stephani et. al [HI], and is given a unique identification
number of the form

[[a, b, c]]
where a, b, and c are integers. Each set of integers corresponds to an equation number in [10] - 'a'
corresponds to the chapter number, 'b' to the equation number, and 'c' to any auxiliary numbers
or special cases (many solutions have case 1, case 2, etc.). Since entries are based on the work of
Stephani et. aI, the exact solutions database is referred to as ["Stephani", 1] to distinguish it from
other databases in Maple's Differential Geometry package.
The internal representation of entries in Maple is given by a table of values where each column
contains information relevant to the solution. Each column appears as
DGTable[[a, b, c]]["Category"] := "Keyword";.
Here "Category" describes a classification (Petrov type, Segre type, etc.) of some type, an algebraic
or geometric computation (Killing vector fields, orthonormal frame, etc.), or other information that
10

is necessary/relevant for the solution (side conditions, authors, parameters, etc.). For each cate
gory, there is a corresponding "Keyword" that is dependent on specific solutions.
For example, given the vacuum solution [[12, 13, 0]] to the Einstein equations and category
"PrimaryDescription", the database contains a column of the form
DGTable[[12, 13, O]H"PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum",
and so the keyword is "Vacuum". For the dust solution [[14, 6, 1]], this column would appear as
DGTable[[14, 6, 1]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Dust",
with keyword "Dust". A sample table representing the standard categories for each entry is given
by Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. The minimal information given with each solution is shown. The index
number [a, b, c] (with a, band c integers) uniquely identifies each solution and
corresponds to equation numbers in [10]. Note that some solutions have additional
terms, depending on their primary classification.
#####################################################################
b, c]] := table():

DGTable[[a,
DGTable [[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable [[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,
DGTable[[a,

b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,

cJ] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Primary Description";

c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]
c]]

["SecondaryDescription"] := "Secondary Description";
["PetrovType"] := "Petrov Type (D, N, 0, I, II, or lIn":
["NullTetrad"] := [Null Tetrad Given Here];
["KillingVectors"] := [Killing Vector Fields (List of Components)];
["IsometryDimension"] := "Isometry Dimension (integer values)":
["Orbits"] : = [Linearly Indep. Killing Vector Fields (integer), "Type"]:
["Authors"] := ["Authors"];
["Coordinates"] := [Four spacetime coordinates]:
["Parameters"] := [Parameters (denoted by _)]:
["Metric"] := Metric Tensor (Array):
["OrthonormalFrame"] := [List of Components for Orthonormal Frame]:
["CosmologicalConstant"] := Cosmological Constant;
["SideConditions"] := [Any Side Conditions Given Here];
["Comments"] := [Any Comments Given Here];

#####################################################################

3.2. Computation of Algebraic Properties. A fundamental feature of the ["Stephani", 1] data
base is its ability to provide algebraic and geometric information along with exact solutions. As
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, it is not just solutions, but the properties of solutions
that are often studied. Additionally, there are numerous methods of classifying exact solutions 
classifications may be algebraic (e.g. Petrov or Segre type), based on physical characterizations
of the energy-momentum tensor, based on groups of symmetry which are admitted by the metric,
11

or dependent on the existence of "preferred" vector fields [10]. To include as much information as
possible with each entry, several of these methods have been utilized. For each Lorentz metric in
["Stephani", 1], the following objects have been computed/determined when possible. 9
(1) Killing vector fields: Killing vector fields are useful for the study of symmetry groups.
Their computation involves the use of the Differential Geometry:-Killing sub-package, and
the KillingVectors command, which has the syntax
KillingVectors(g)

where g is the metric. Once computed, a list of components is obtained and placed in the
database; as a list of components, they are simpler for researchers to utilize and manipulate
(in accordance with the first and second criteria ofthe database). An example (using metric
[12, 21, 0]) may be given as follows.
> with(Killing):
> g := (_a-2*dx*dx)/x-2+(_a-2*dy*dy)/x-2+(x-2-4*y-2)*dphi*dphi+2*y*dphi*dt
+2*y*dphi*dt-dt*dt:

> KillingVectors(g);

(2) Isometry Dimension: This number describes the number of isometries for a given solution.
It may be obtained by examining the number of (linearly dependent) Killing vector fields.
For the example in (1), the isometry dimension is 4.
(3) Orbits: This category word describes the restriction of the metric tensor to a subspace of
the tangent space TpM. Though a Lorentz metric always has signature - + + + on the
entire space, it is not necessary that this condition be maintained on an arbitrary subspace.
The command SubspaceType was used to compute the signature on the subspace deter
mined by the Killing vector fields. The syntax of the command (for this subspace) is
SubspaceType(g, K, pt)

where g is th~ metric, K is the set of Killing vector fields obtained in (1), and pt is an optional

9It has not been possible to compute all objects for each metric; for instance, some metrics have not yet yielded a set
of Killing vector fields. Additionally, some objects (such as null tetrads) have not yet been computed at the time of
this document's creation.
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point p E TpM. Maple returns the dimension of the subspace (the number of linearly inde
pendent Killing vector fields, in this case) and the signature of the metric on the subspace.
A sample computation (using solution [12, 12, 0]) is given below.
> KVF := [-D_v]:
> g := (-4*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)*x-2+4*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)*y-2+

4*x*y*sin(2*_gamma*u)-2*_b-2*x-2-2*_b-2*y-2)*du*du
-du*dv-du*dv+2*dx*dx+2*dy*dy;
> SUbspaceType(g, KVF);

[1, "Null"]

(4) Orthonormal Frames: In general, it is convenient to take an arbitrary Lorentz metric
that satisfies the Einstein equation and change to a frame that appears at a point as the
Minkowski metric ds 2 = -dt 2 + dxi + dx~ + dx~. To do this, the metric g is used with a
set of basis vectors in a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process to construct a new basis
of orthonormal vectors with signature -

+ + +. The command GRQuery is used to verify

that the frame is orthonormal; it is then possible to check that the metric still satisfies the
Einstein equations in the new frame, using the FrameData command (which computes
the structure equations).
The power of working in an orthonormal frame was demonstrated in this work, where the
computation of several sets of Killing vector fields was greatly simplified in the orthonormal
frame. A sample computation (solution [13, 58, 0]) using the DGGramSchmidt command
is given, but note that the timelike vector is in the third position and must be moved to
give the proper signature.
> g := (_k-2*_epsilon*exp(u-2) *dx*dx)/sqrt (u) +2*_k-2*u*exp (2*x)*dy*dy

-(_k-2*_epsilon*exp(u-2) *du*du)/sqrt (u)
+2*_k-2*u*exp(-2*x)*dz*dz
> Vset := Tools:-DGinfo(M, "FrameBaseVectors");

> Fl:=DGGramSchmidt(Vset, g, signature=[l,l,-l,l]);

Fl := [D_x/sqrt(_k-2*_epsilon*exp(u-2)/sqrt(u)),
(1/2)*sqrt(2)*D_y/sqrt(_k-2*u*exp(2*x)),
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D_u/sqrt(_k~2*_epsilon*exp(u~2)/sqrt(u)),

(1/2)*sqrt(2)*D_z/sqrt(_k-2*u*exp(-2*x))J

3.3. Utilizing Database Entries in Maple. One of the main criteria associated with an elec
tronic database of solutions, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, is to make solutions
easy for users to access and manipulate. Fortunately, Maple's Differential Geometry:-Library sub
package makes this possible. The Library package consists of four commands, two of which are
particularly relevant to the ["Stephani", 1] database: Browse and Retrieve. In order to use either
command, both the Differential Geometry and Library packages must be loaded into the worksheet.
This is done by typing
> with(DifferentialGeometry):
> with(Library):

at the command prompt. Note: user input is denoted with red text, while Maple output is denoted
by blue text.
The Browse command displays a list of entries from the Differential Geometry Library. This
allows the user to see what the indices are. The syntax is given by

Browse(author, n)
where author refers to a Differential Geometry Library author, and n is an integer. For the purposes
of the ["Stephani", 1] database, the author is Stephani, and n

=

1. An example is given below:

(1)
> Browse ("Stephani" , 1);
[[12, 7, OJ, [12, 8, OJ, [12, 12, OJ, [12, 13, OJ, [12, 14, OJ, [12, 19, OJ,
[12, 21, OJ, [12, 34, OJ, [12, 35, OJ, [12, 36, OJ, [12, 37, OJ, [12, 38, OJ,
[13, 51, OJ, [13, 58, OJ, [13, 65, OJ, [14, 6, lJ, [14, 6, 2J, [14, 6, 3J,
[14, 7, OJ, [14, 8, lJ, [14, 8, 2J, [14, 8, 3J, [15, 12, OJ, [15, 29, OJ,
[15, 31, OJ, [22, 67, OJJ

The Retrieve command retrieves a specific entry from a Differential Geometry Library table.
The syntax is given by

Retrieve(author, n, indexlist, options).
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Here author and n are the same as previously. Indexlist retrieves a specific index from the (author,
n) Library table, and options specify additional arguments. For the ["Stephani", 1] database,
the optional argument can be used to define a manifold, or to define an manifold and give the
metric, along with supporting fields or objects. Several examples are given to clarify the uses of
the Retrieve command.
(1) With no indexlist specified, Retrieve lists all indices in ["Stephani", 1], and has output
identical to the Browse command.
> Retrieve ("Stephani", 1);
[[12,7, OJ, [12,8, OJ,

[12,12, OJ,

[12,13, OJ, [12,14, OJ, [12,19, OJ,

[12, 21, OJ,

[12, 34, OJ, [12, 35, OJ,

[12, 36, OJ, [12, 37, OJ, [12, 38, OJ,

[13, 51, OJ,

[13, 58, OJ, [13, 65, OJ,

[14, 6, 1J, [14, 6, 2J, [14, 6, 3J,

[14, 7, OJ,

[14, 8, 1J, [14, 8, 2J, [14, 8, 3J, [15, 12, OJ, [15, 29, OJ,

[15, 31, OJ, [22, 67, 0]]

(2) With an indexlist, but no additional options specified, Retrieve can be used to study the
category/keyword pairs of the entry.
> T

:= Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1,

[[14, 6, 1]]);

DGTable_[[14, 6, 1JJ

> T["SecondaryDescription"J ;
"FRW-Fluid"

> T["Parameters"J;

(3) With an indexlist, and the option output = [M], a Differential Geometry frame is estab
lished. lO
> T : = Retrieve ("Stephani", 1, [[14, 6, 1] J, output

[MJ) ;

lO"M" simply provides a frame name for the Differential Geometry package. Any letter can be used.
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M>

(4) With an indexlist, and the option output = [M, "Fields"], a Differential Geometry
frame is established, and the metric is loaded into the worksheet as a Differential Geometry
tensor; additional structures are also included - for instance, in the case of an Einstein
Maxwell solutions, the metric will be loaded with the electromagnetic field tensor, while a
dust solution will include a metric, energy density, and 4-vector. The index given in this
example corresponds to a dust entry; notice that the right hand side of the command can
be split to name each "Field" given. ll
> g, mu, u:= Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, [14,6, 1J, output = [M, "Fields"J);
g, mu, u := -dt*dt+(1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*sqrt(_M)*t*(sqrt(_M)*t)-(1/3)*dr*dr+
(1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*sqrt(_M)*t*(sqrt(_M)*t)-(1/3)*r-2*dtheta*dtheta+
(1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*sqrt(_M)*t*(sqrt(_M)*t)-(1/3)*r-2*sin(theta)-2*dphi*dphi,
4/(3*_kappaO*t-2), D_t

As these examples show, it is a relatively straight-forward task to obtain entries from ["Stephani",
1]. Once loaded into a Maple worksheet, the user is free to manipulate or study any part of any
solution, and has full access to the range of commands in the Differential Geometry package. The
enormous flexibility. of this database provides researchers with an effective tool for studying current
problems.

llThe metric will appear as a Differential Geometry tensor in the worksheet; this document demands that it appear
as text instead.
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4. VERIFICATION OF EXACT SOLUTIONS

Exact solutions to the Einstein equations are generally not simple, and as mentioned in section
3, most computations involving them are prone to error. To provide researchers with a streamlined
set of tools, it is desirable to eliminate these errors. This task has been accomplished with a series of
verification procedures, which together form two solution checking programs. The procedures will
not be available to researchers, but rather, serve as a sort of "quality control" check to ensure that
information provided within Maple's Differential Geometry package is accurate prior to research
use.
The solution checking programs each consist of three procedures, and are nearly identical.
Within each program, the three procedures are designed to run independently, but all function
simultaneously through a single module. The StephaniSolnCheck program is designed to check raw
data files prior to their incorporation into the DifferentialGeometry.mla file, while the ExactSolu
tionCheck provides verification for entries which are already included in Maple's beta release. Due
to their similarities, only the StephaniSolnCheck program will be discussed in this chapter (both
full programs are included in the appendices). The three procedures are:

• StephaniSolnCheck : This procedure is designed to verify that each solution does satisfy
the Einstein field equations.
• StephaniEqnCheck : This procedure verifies that the solutions in the database satisfy re
spective matter field equations and divergence-free properties.
• StephaniParameterCheck : This procedure checks entry parameters for presence of an un
derscore, _.

Each procedure is described below, along with details regarding structure and output.

4.1. Verification of Exact Solutions. Each solution in the ["Stephani", 1] database has been
verified according to its Primary Description classification. It is simplest to outline this procedure
in a case-by-case basis. Examples are given along with each description. Maple input appears as red
command line text, while output consists of blue text. The "trace" option displays the procedure's
underlying computations (shown as green text) and has been used in has been used in several of
the examples to elucidate the process. This option is frequently used to help diagnose problems.
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(1) Vacuum: These solutions are characterized by a vanishing Einstein tensor,

and no
cosmological constant. They are the simplest to verify, as few computations must be made.
The metric tensor is used to compute the Einstein tensor, which must vanish according to 12
the equation
Gab =

Gab,

o.

The verification process appears as:
> trace(StephaniSolnCheck):
> StephaniSolnCheck([12, 13, OJ);
{-->

enter StephaniSolnCheck, args = [12, 13, OJ
side := [J
coords := [u, v, x, yJ
frame name: M

g

(-2*cos(2*u)*x~2+2*cos(2*u)*y-2+4*x*y*sin(2*u))*du*du-du*dv-du*dv

+dx*dx+dy*dy
EO := O*D_u*D u
CO:= {O}
C1: = {O}
true
<-- exit StephaniSolnCheck (now at top level)

true}

true

(2) Einstein: As with the vacuum solutions, Einstein solutions are quite simple to verify. Again,
the metric tensor is used to compute the Einstein tensor. The cosmological constant must
appear linearly with the metric. The Einstein equation should appear as
Gab

+ Agab

=

0,

as the energy-momentum tensor is null.
The verification process appears as:
> trace(StephaniSolutionCheck):

12 Note that the computation may be made using the Ricci tensor and metric, since Gab = Rab - ~Rgab. It is simpler,

however, to computed the Einstein tensor directly using Maple's Differential Geometry:-Tensor package.
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> StephaniSolutionCheck([12, 13, 0]);
{-->

enter StephaniSolnCheck, args

=

[15, 31, 0]

side := []
coords := [x, y, z, t]
frame name: M
g

sin(_a*z)-(4/3)*dx*dx+sin(_a*z)-(4/3)*dy*dy+dz*dz
+(cos(_a*z)-2*dt*dt)/sin(_a*z)-(2/3)

L .= (4/3)*(_a-2*D_x*D_x)/sin(_a*z)-(4/3)+(4/3)*(_a-2*D_y*D_y)/sin(_a*z)-(4/3)
+(4/3)*_a-2*D_z*D_z
+(4/3)*(_a-2*sin(_a*z)-(2/3)*D_t*D_t)/cos(_a*z)-2
E

EO
CO
Cl
true

(4/3)*(_a-2*(-1+cos(_a*z)-2)*D_x*D_x)/sin(_a*z)-(10/3)
+(4/3)*(_a-2*(-1+cos(_a*z)-2)*D_y*D_y)/sin(_a*z)-(10/3)
-(4/3)*_a-2*D_z*D_z
+(4/3)*(_a-2*(-1+cos(_a*z)-2)*D_t*D_t)/(cos(_a*z)-2*sin(_a*z)-(4/3))
O*D_x*D_x
{O}
{O}

<-- exit StephaniSolnCheck (now at top level)

= true}

true

(3) Pure Radiation: The energy-momentum tensor is included with each pure radiation so
lution. This must be converted from a list of components into a rank (0,2) Differential
Geometry package tensor. The Einstein tensor may then be computed using the metric.
Einstein's equation in this form is

A sample is given by:
> StephaniSolnCheck([12, 19, 0]);
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true

(4) Einstein-Maxwell: As with all solutions, the metric tensor is used to compute the Einstein
tensor. Additionally, Einstein-Maxwell solutions are characterized by either 1) an electro
magnetic potential, or 2) the field strength (skew-symmetric, rank (0,2)) tensor. In either
case, the energy-momentum tensor must be computed using the metric and whichever mat
ter field information is present. The Einstein equation should resemble that of (3), except
with the internally computed energy-momentum tensor. This appears as:
> StephaniSolnCheck([22, 67, OJ);
{--> enter StephaniSolnCheck, args
[22, 67, OJ
side := [J
coords := [rho, t, varphi, zJ
frame name: M
g, F := (t-2*drho*drho)/rho-(2/3)-(t-2*dt*dt)/rho-(2/3)
+rho-(2/3)*t-(1-sqrt(S»*dvarphi*dvarphi
+rho-(2/3)*t-(1+sqrt(S»*dz*dz,
(1/3)*sqrt(2)*t*drho*dt/(sqrt(_kappaO)*rho-(4/3»
-(1/3)*sqrt(2)*t*drho*dt/(sqrt(_kappaO)*rho-(4/3»
E
-(1/9)*(D_rho*D_rho)/(t-4*rho-(2/3»+(1/9)*(D_t*D_t)/(t-4*rho-(2/3»
+(1/9)*(t-(-3+sqrt(S»*D_varphi*D_varphi)/rho-2
+(1/9)*(t-(-3-sqrt(S»*D_z*D_z)/rho-2

L := 0

ET := -(1/9)*(D_rho*D_rho)/(t-4*rho-(2/3)*_kappaO)
+(1/9)*(D_t*D_t)/(t-4*rho-(2/3)*_kappaO)
+(1/9)*(t-(-3+sqrt(S»*D_varphi*D_varphi)/(_kappaO*rho-2)
+(1/9)*(t-(-3-sqrt(S»*D_z*D_z)/'_kappaO*rho-2)
EO
O*D_rho*D rho
CO
{O}
Cl
{O}
true
<-- exit StephaniSolnCheck (now at top level)
true}
true
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(5) Perfect Fluid: The energy-momentum tensor for the case of perfect fluid is dependent on the
4-velocity, energy density, and pressure. The 4-vector is first converted into a Differential
Geometry tensor of type (0,1). The fluid-term "( must typically obey the "(-law equation
of state [10], p = h - 1)J.L, where J.L is the energy density. The energy-momentum tensor
is then computed utilizing these constituents with the metric tensor. Again, the Einstein
equation resembles that of (3), and an example is shown:
> StephaniSolnCheck([14, 7, 0]);

true

(6) Dust: As a special case of a perfect fluid, dust solutions involve an identical computation, ex
cept that "( = 1, which forces the pressure to vanish. Computation of the energy-momentum
tensor requires only the 4-velocity (after conversion to a rank (0,1) tensor), energy density
and metric tensor. The equation resembles that of (3). A sample is given:
> StephaniSolnCheck([14, 6, 1]);

true

4.2. VerifYing Other Properties. In addition to verifying solutions other properties may also
be verified, namely, the divergence-free nature of the energy-momentum tensor. This will not be
discussed at great length in this document. Instead, some examples will be given. We compute the
matter field equations after Retrieve is used to access entries from ["Stephani", l].
(1) Dust solution
> with(DifferentialGeometry): with(Tensor): with(Library):
> g, mu, u

:=

Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, [14, 6, 1], output

=

> MatterFieldEquations("Dust", g, u, mu);

(2) Einstein-Maxwell solution
> with(DifferentialGeometry): with(Tensor): with(Library):
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[M, "Fields"]):

> g, F := Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [22, 67, OJ, output
> MatterFieldEquations("Electromagnetic" , g, F);

[M, "Fields "J ) :

4.3. Syntax Verification. It is necessary to make some conventions regarding database structure.
For instance, all parameters must be denoted with an underscore so that they are protected in a
user worksheet. Consequently, "quality control" type verification procedures must exist to main
tain standardized notation in the exact solutions database (Table 1 lists some of the notational
conventions requiring verification).
The logic underlying this procedure is simple. The command indets is used to return a set A of
indeterminate objects. Sets Band C are then constructed from the "SideConditions" and "Param
eters" keywords, respectively. To find entries that are missing syntax, the set AlB is computed. If
AlB = C, then the syntax for the entry is correct and the procedure returns the value 'true'. If
not, the procedure returns 'false', along with the problem elements.
TABLE 1. Database Syntax

Structure Convention

Item

Example

Denoted with _

Parameters

Denoted by list of components

Killing Vector Fields
Orthonormal Frames

[[a,b],[c,d]]

Denoted with quotation marks Keywords
Isometry Dimension
Petrov Type

"PrimaryDescription"
"3"
"D"

"CamelBack" Notation

PureRadiation
PrimaryDescription

Keywords
Category Names

A few examples are given. The "trace" option has been used in the first two examples.
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(1)
> trace(StephaniParameter):
> StephaniParameter([14,6,1]);
{-->

enter StephaniParameter, args = [14, 6, 1]
{_kappaO, _m, psi, r, theta}
{phi, psi, r, theta}
LkappaO, _m}
LkappaO, _m}

true
<-- exit StephaniParameter (now at top level)
true

=

true}

(2)
> trace(StephaniParameter):
> StephaniParameter([12, 12, 0]);
{-->

enter StephaniParameter, args = [12, 12, 0]
{_a, _b, _gamma, _kappaO, u, x, y, cos(2 _gamma u), sin(2 _gamma u)}
{u, v, x, y}

{_a, _gamma, _kappaO, b}
{_a, _b, _gamma, _kappaO, cos(2 _gamma u), sin(2 _gamma u)}
[false, {_a, _b, _gamma, _kappaO, cos(2 _gamma u), sin(2 _gamma u)},
{_a, _gamma, _kappaO, b}]
<-- exit StephaniParameter (now at top level) =
[false, {_a, _b, _gamma, _kappaO,
cos('+' ('*' (2, '*' Cgamma, '*' (u»»),
sin('+' ('*' (2, '*' Cgamma, '*' (u»»)),
{_a, _gamma, _kappaO, b}]}
[false, {_a, _b, _gamma, _kappaO, cos(2 _gamma u), sin(2 _gamma u)},
{_a, _gamma, _kappaO, b}]

(3) This is what the command looks like without using the trace option.
> StephaniParameter([13, 65, 0]);

true
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5. NEW MAPLE COMMANDS
A major component of developing algebraic computing software is the design of commands
to simplify common computations. The Differential Geometry package of Maple consists of an
assortment of such commands. Many new Differential Geometry package commands have been
developed for release in upcoming release of Maple; those directly associated with this work are
described below along with examples.
5.1. Preliminary Definitions. Some useful procedure terminology is given below:

• Local Variable: A variable allocated and used only within the current procedure.
• Procedure: A function or subroutine that is operated as an ordinary Maple expression.
• Module: A module invokes a procedure, and returns some of the procedure's local variables.
• Calling Sequence: The syntax used to execute a Maple command.

5.2. Computing the Energy-Momentum Tensor. The command EnergyMomentumTen
sor is designed to produce the energy-momentum tensor for a given spacetime metric, using the

metric and other arguments. The nature of the gravitational field specifies which additional argu
ments are required (see Table 2).

TABLE 2. EnergyMomentumTensor Arguments
Source of Field

Required Arguments

Ricci-flat
Einstein
Pure Radiation
Dust
g,JL,il
Perfect Fluid
g,JL,il,p
Electromagnetic g, F

The user specifies the gravitational field source in the calling sequence for EnergyMomen

tum Tensor. The calling sequence for the energy-momentum command thus is
EnergyMomentumTensor("Source", g, args)

where g is the metric, args are additional arguments, and "Source" is either "Dust", "Fluid", or
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"Electromagnetic" .13
Additional arguments vary and in some cases, require some manipulation prior to use. The Re
trieve command with option output = [M, "Fields"] produces a metric along with arguments
"ready" for EnergyMomentumTensor (in that they are already Differential Geometry objects), but
it is also possible to obtain additional arguments directly from the solutions database using other
variations of Retrieve (see the section on utilizing database entries in Maple, chapter 3). In the
latter case, it is necessary to ensure that additional arguments are correctly formatted for use;
electromagnetic fields must be converted to a tensor of appropriate rank, and the 4-vector must be
defined in Maple as a Differential Geometry vector.

5.2.1. EnergyMomentumTensor Module. The code for the module is given below. The module
consists of separate procedures, each corresponding to a different field source. 14

EnergyMomentumTensor := module()
description 'compute various energy-momentum tensor';
local ModuleApply, DustEMT, FluidEMT, ElectroMagneticEMT;
ModuleApply := proc(EMTtype, metricO)
local psi, T, metric;
metric := evalDG(metricO):
if nargs < 3 then
error("expected 3 or more arguments (keyword, metric, externalfields).
Received \%1", nargs)
elif not EMTtype::'string' then
error("expected 1st argument to be a keyword \"dust\", \"fluid\", \"electromagnetic\".
Received \%1", EMTtype)
elif not metric::'DGmetric' then
error("expected 2nd argument to be a metric tensor. Received \%1", metric);
fi;
if EMTtype = "dust" then
psi := args[3] , args[4];
T := DustEMT(metric, psi)
elif EMTtype = "fluid" then
13There are other possible sources as well, including "DiracWeyl", but these are not considered here.
14The code for the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor procedure was written by 1. M. Anderson and C. G.
Torre.
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psi := args[3J, args[4J, args[5J;
T := FluidEMT(metric, psi)
elif EMTtype = "electromagnetic" then
psi := args[3J;
T := ElectroMagneticEMT(metric, psi)
fi:
T

end:
#####################################################################

DustEMT:= proc(g, u, mu)
description 'compute the energy-momentum tensor for dust';
local gO;
gO := evalDG(g &t (u &t u)):
if Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO, [[1,3J, [2,4JJ)
1 then
evalDG(mu &t (u &t u));
elif Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO,[[1,3J, [2,4JJ)
-1 then
evalDG(mu &t (u &t u));
else
WARNING("expected normalized four-vector. Recieved four-vector of length \%1",
Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO,[[1,3J, [2,4JJ));
evalDG(mu &t (u &t u));
fi:
end:
#####################################################################

FluidEMT:= proc(g, p, u, mu)
description 'compute the energy-momentum tensor for fluid';
local gO, hO;
gO := evalDG(g &t (u &t u)):
hO := Tensor:-InverseMetric(g);
if Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO,[[1,3J, [2,4JJ) = 1 then
evalDG((mu + p) &t (u &t u) + (p &t hO));
elif Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO,[[1,3J, [2,4JJ) = -1 then
evalDG((mu + p) &t (u &t u) + (p &t hO));
else
WARNING("expected normalized four-vector. Recieved four-vector of length \%1",
Tensor:-Contractlndices(gO, [[1,3J, [2,4JJ));
evalDG((mu + p) &t (u &t u) + (p &t hO));
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fi:
end:
#####################################################################

ElectroMagneticEMT := proc(g, psiO)
description 'compute the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor';
local pSi, FO, F, h, conF1, conF2;
psi := evalDG(psiO):
if psi:: 'DGform' then
if Tools:-DGinfo(psi, "FormDegree") = 1 then
FO := ExteriorDerivative(psi);
F := convert (FO, 'DGtensor');
elif Tools:-DGinfo(psi, "FormDegree") = 2 then
F := convert (psi, 'DGtensor');
else
error("1");
fi;
elif psi::'DGtensor' then
if Tools:-DGinfo(psi, "TensorType") = [["cov_bas"J, [JJ then
FO := ExteriorDerivative(convert(psi, 'DGform'));
F := convert (FO, 'DGtensor');
elif Tools:-DGinfo(psi, "TensorType") = [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [JJ then
F := psi;
else
error("2");
fi;
fi;
h := InverseMetric(g):
conF1 := RaiseLowerlndices(h, F, [1J);
conF2 := RaiseLowerlndices(h, conF1, [2J);
Contractlndices(conF1, conF2, [[2,2JJ) &
minus evalDG(1/4*ContractIndices(conF2, F, [[1,1J, [2,2JJ)*h)
end:
#####################################################################

end module:

5.2.2. Energy-Momentum Tensor Demo Worksheet. In the demo worksheet on the next page, some
energy-momentum tensors are created using the Tools package.
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EnergyMomentumTensor Demo

[>
>

restart:with(DifferentialGeometry):with(Tensor):with(Library):
Browse ( "Stephani", 1);
[[12,7,0], [12,8,0], []2, ]2,0], [12, 13,0], [12, 14,0], [12,19,0], [12,2],0], [12,34,

(1)

0], [12,35,0], [12,36,0], [12,37,0], [12,38,0], [13,51,0], [13,58,0], [13,65,0],
[ 14, 6, 1], [ 14, 6, 2], [] 4, 6, 3], [14, 7, 0], [14, 8, 1], [] 4, 8, 2], [14, 8, 3], [] 5, 12, 0],
[15,29,0], [15,31,0], [22,67,0]]

First we compute the energy-momentum tensor for a dust solution.

>

g, mu, u := Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [14, 6, 2], output = [M,
"Fields"]);
1 2/3 2/3 iU (1"i7 ) 113
g,~, u:= -dtdt+ 42
3
y _M I y __ J11
drdr

+ ~

22 / 3 32 / 3 -J _M

(2)

t{J _kll) 113 1'2 dlhetadlheta

1 2/37/3 r-;:-; (iU )113 2 .
2
,
,
3- y _AI I y _M t
I' sm(8) dp/lldphl,

+ -4 2

4

3 KO

? ' DJ

The Retrieve command provides all the inputs necessary for thtEnergyMomentumTensorCommand.

l
l

M

>

EMT := EnergyMomentumTensor("Dust", g, u, mu);

EMT'= ~ D tD
.

3

I

(3)

KO?

We may now compute the Einstein Tensor and verify that this solution, [14,6,2], satisfies Einstein's
equation.
M > E := EinsteinTensor(g);

1M

L

E'= ~ D t D
.

>

3

?

t

(4)

evalDG(E - _kappaO*EMT);

ODtDt

~

Similarly, we compute the energy-momentum tensor for an Einstein-Maxwell solution.

M

>

h, F:=

h, F := Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [22, 67, 0], output = [M,
"Fields"]);

? drhodrho
2/3
p

? 2/3
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2/3 1- fS
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l

M

1.j2 'drho A dt
3

>

~

V _KO

4/3

P

EMT2 : = EnergyMomentumTensor ( "Electromagnetic", h, F);

EMTJ'= _ ~ D rhoD rho
- .

9

>
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ET2 := EinsteinTensor(h);
4

t

[

D

2

ET.7.= _ ~ D rhoD rho
~

+

~
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+ 9

2/3
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I
varph'I
1 , -3 + F D Vatph'D
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(8)

P

z

2

evalDG(ET2 - _kappaO*EMT2);

OD- rhoD- rho

(9)

5.3. Computing the Bel-Robinson Tensor. In Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism it is a
well-established result that electromagnetic fields carry momentum. The object that describes the
flux of electromagnetic momentum - the momentum flux density - across a surface is the Maxwell
stress tensor, which is a rank (0,2) tensor. A similar object may be constructed from the curvature
tensor and is analogous to the Maxwell stress tensor [14,15]. This is the Bel-Robinson tensor, which
is a rank (0,4) tensor. The Bel-Robinson tensor is obtainable from the metric .9ij and Weyl tensor

Cabcd:

The Bel-Robinson tensor satisfies the following conditions:

(1) Tabcd = T(abcd) , where parentheses denote symmetric indices
(2) T aabc = 0
(3) VaTabcd = 0 in the case that the Ricci tensor is a constant multiple of the metric 
Rab = (const·)gab
The BelRobinson command computes the Bel-Robinson tensor for a given metric. The calling
sequence for the Bel-Robinson tensor command is

BelRobinson(g, W)
for parameters g and W (optional), the metric and Weyl tensor. The user also may specify an
indexlist return, which returns only specific index types.
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5.3.1. BelRobinson Procedure. The code for the BelRobinson procedure is given below.

SelRobinson := proc(g)
local C, R, W, h, W2, W3, W4, ED, ED2, ED3, MD, FD, SRT;
if nargs > 1
W :=
else
C ;=
R ;=
W .=
fi;

then
args[2];
Christoffel(g):
CurvatureTensor(C):
Tensor:-WeyITensor(g,R);

h := Tensor:- InverseMetric(g);
W2 := Tensor:- RaiseLowerlndices(h, W, [2,4]):
W3 := Tensor:- Contractlndices(evaIDG(W &t W2), [[2,6], [4,8]]):
W4 ;= Rearrangelndices(W3, [1,3,2,4]);
ED ;= RaiseLowerlndices(h, W, [1,2,4]);
ED2 := evalDG(g &t W&t ED);
ED3 ; = ContractIndices (ED2, [[3,7], [4,8], [6,10]]):
MD . = Contract Indices (ED2,

[[2, 7J,

[3, 8J,

[6, 10J ] ) :

FD : = ContractIndices (ED2, [[2,8], [4,7], [6,10]]);
SRT

;=

eva1DG(W4 - (1/2)*(ED3 + MD + FD));

end:

5.3.2. Bel-Robinson Demo Worksheet. We compute the Bel-Robinson tensor for a Ricci-flat metric.
Commands are shown via the demo worksheet, which is given in the next few pages.
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[BelRobinson Demo

[

>

restart:with(Differentia1Geometry):with(Too1s):with(Tensor):with
(Library) :
M > Browse ( "Stephani", 1);
[[12, 7,OJ, [12, 8,OJ, [12, 12,OJ, [12, 13,OJ, [12, 14,OJ, [12, 19,OJ, [12,21,OJ, [12,34,

(1)

OJ, [12, 35,OJ, [12, 36,OJ, [12, 37,OJ, [12, 38, OJ, [13,51,OJ, [13,58,OJ, [13,65,OJ,

°

[ 14, 6, 1J, [14, 6, 2 J, [14, 6, 3 J, [14, 7, OJ, [14, 8, 1J, [14, 8, 2 J, [14, 8, 3 J, [15, 12, J,
[15, 29, OJ, [15,31,OJ, [22,67,OJJ
[PiCk an Einstein or Vacuum metric:
M

>

9 := Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [13,58,0], output = [M,
"Fields"]);

k

g :=

~

2

EC

;-;;

dx dx

+ 2 _k2

II

e

2x
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llj! (lj! -
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k

2

Ee

~

-;-;;

rlu dll

+ 2 _.k 2 u e - 2 x uZ uZ
A.

A.

(2)

[ Compute the BelRohinson tensor with just g or find the Wey1tensor first and include it as an argument:
M

>

BR : = Be1Robinson (g) ;
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[M > ChI := Christoffel (g):
[M > RCT := CurvatureTensor(Chl):
[M > WE := WeylTensor(g, RCT):

Il

Here we use: instead of; to save space; we can verify with the "is" command that this method of
comp uting the Bel-Robinson Tensor is identical to the previous method.

>
>

[M
M
[

BR2 : = BelRobinson (g, WE):
DGinfo(BR2, "TensorType");
[["cov_bas", "cov_bas", "cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [ ]]

(4)

[AS expected, the result is the same either way.
>

M

is(BR = BR2);

(5)

true

[

[computing the inverse metric will allow us to verify the properties of the BelRobinson tensor.
M

l

>

h := InverseMetric(g);
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LHere is the verification ofproperty 2.
[M > Tl := RaiseLowerlndices(h, BR, [1]):
> T2 := Contractlndices(Tl, [[1,2]]);
T2:= Odxdx

1M

L

(7)

lHere is verification for prop erty 1 (checking all of the pennutations of the indices ofthe tensor).
[M > Rl : =
[M > R4 :=
[M > RS :=
> nl :=

1M

L

1M

L

>

Rearrangelndices (BR, [2,1,3,4]):
Rearrangelndices(BR, [3,4,1,2]):
RearrangelndiceS(BR, [4,3,2,1]):
evalDG(Rl - BR);
._
..

n I .- 0 dx dx eLr dx

(8)

n4:= Odrd:rdrdx

(9)

n4 := evalDG(R4 - BR);

[Last, verification of property 3.

[M > CD := CovariantDerivative(BR, ChI):
M > CD2 := Contractlndices(RaiseLowerlndices(h, CD, [1]), [[1,2]]
);

[

CD2:= Odxdxdr

(10)

6. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
6.1. Maplets Overview. Graphical user interfaces (GUls) provide software users a mechanism
for utilizing software without approaching command lines; they provide a point-and-click access
to the software [16,17]. As Maple grows in popularity as a tool for research, the number of users
with expert programming knowledge decreases, raising the need for GUls and other easy-to-use
software tools. To meet this demand, and to simplify the process of searching the exact solutions
database, a database searching GUI has been created for use within Maple's Differential Geometry
package. This GUI, which runs under the name StephaniSearch, was built using the Maplets
package of Maple; it requires the use of external and internal procedures. These procedures, and
details regarding the Maplets package, are described in the sections below.

6.2. Building Maplets for Maple. As stated in the Maplets package overview in Maple, "a
Maplet application is a GUI containing windows, textbox regions, and other visual interfaces, which
gives a user point-and-click access to the power of Maple" [16,18,19]. There is some additional
terminology which is helpful:
• Maplet Application: A collection of elements; it contains the constituent pieces of the
Maplet.
• Elements: These are the constituents of the Maplet: windows, buttons, dialogs, commands,
etc.
• Layout: The arrangment of Maplet elements.
Maple offers many options in terms of Maplet elements. Some of these are shown in Table 3
(to see all options, open Maple and type ?Maplets, Elements). The syntax underlying Maplets is
complex and requires a very specific, predefined structure. This structure is called boxlayout and
follows the same logic as nested lists. Thus each element, with its syntax, is nested in a list that
describes both its layout and action.
The StephaniSearch element utilizes several Maplet elements (see Table 3); its primary con
stituents are checkboxes, which can take true/false values, and a display window to show results.
The results can be exported directly from the window to the worksheet via the "OK" button. Other
buttons include "search", which prompts the DataOut procedure to run; "clear", which resets the
checkbox values to false; and "cancel", which closes the Maplet and returns the user to a worksheet.
6.3. Maplet Procedure Dynamics. As stated, the dynamics of the StephaniSearch Maplet
occur via procedures that are both extrinsic and intrinsic. Figure 2 describes this interaction. In
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TABLE 3. Some Popular Maplet Elements

Element Type

Options

Stephani Search GUI Element

Window Body Button
Check Box
Combo Box
Drop-Down Box
Label
List Box
Math ML Viewer
Radio Button
Slider
Text Box

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

Dialog

Alert Dialog
Confirm Dialog
Input Dialog

No
No
No

Menu
Command

Menu Bar
Close Window
Evaluate
Run Dialog
Set Option
Shut Down

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Layout

Box
Grid

No
Yes

short, the intrinsic procedure transforms the user's GUI selections into procedure arguments. The
extrinsic procedure then completes the computations needed to provide results to the user. The
output from the extrinsic procedure is sent back to the intrinsic procedure, which then maps these
results to the GUI window where they are displayed.
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FIGURE 2. The extrinsic/intrinsic structure of the StephaniSearch GUI is shown.
DataOut

Stephani Search

HI

DataOut

DataSearch

L

#,,;.,

=+

6.3.1. Extrinsic. The extrinsic procedure for StephaniSearch is the procedure DataSearch. The
purpose of this procedure is to search the exact solutions database based on user inputs for each cate
gory. The syntax for the procedure is DataSearch(keyword), where keyword is of the form "Cate
gory" = "Keyword". Note that multiple arguments may be included, e.g. DataSearch(keywordl,
keyword2, ... ).
Each keyword is assigned to a set. The structure of the search is then as follows: multiple key
words for the same category induce the union of the keyword sets, resulting in a (possibly larger)
category set. The category sets are then intersected (see Fig. 3). If the resultant set is empty, the
empty list is given.
To search the database, an iterated loop is used to check for database entries that match the
keyword. Those that do are added to a list (if none match, the list remains empty). Following
all iterations, the lists are converted into sets and their union/intersection taken as required. The
resultant, single set is converted back into a list and serves as the output for the procedure.
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6.3.2. Intrinsic. The intrinsic procedure for SearchStephani is the DataOut procedure. The pur
pose of this procedure is twofold: first, to map the user selections from the GUI to the DataSearch
procedure, and second, to map the outcome results from DataSearch to the Window element of the
StephaniSearch Maplet as GUI output. The syntax for this procedure is DataOut(outcomes},
where outcomes is a list of true/false values corresponding to each checkbox in the StephaniSearch
Maplet.
For each category, an empty list is created. Each value in the outcomes list is then treated
independently based on category. If the value is true (i.e. the box was checked), then the category
corresponding to the checked checkbox is mapped as a keyword equation to a new list. After each
category has been evaluated, the resultant lists are put together to create a single list of the form
(keyword!, keyword2, ... ). This list becomes the input for the DataSearch procedure, which
produces lists of indices as output. The results from this procedure are displayed in the window
element of the StephaniSearch Maplet.

FIGURE 3. A Venn diagram describes the structure of the DataSearch procedure.

I DataSearch Output
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6.4. Maplet Procedure Examples and StephaniSearch Examples.

DataSearch Examples.
(1) User wishes to search for exact solutions based on an underlying physical description, such
as Dust, Einstein-Maxwell, etc. The syntax for such a search (independent ofthe Maplet) is
> DataSearch("PrimaryDescription" = "Dust");
[[14, 6, 1], [14, 6, 2J, [14, 6, 3JJ

The same search with the StephaniSearch Maplet is shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Using StephaniSearch to search for "Dust" solutions
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Additionally, the search can be conducted using several parameters simultaneously:
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> DataSearch("PrimaryDescription"

= "Dust", "PrimaryDescription" = "EinsteinMaxwell");

[[12, 19, 0], [12, 21, 0], [14, 6, 1], [14, 6, 2], [14, 6, 3], [15, 12, 0], [22, 67, 0]]

(2) User wishes to search for exact solutions based on underlying mathematical description,
such as isometry dimension, Petrov type, Segre type, etc. The syntax, again, is
> DataSearch(lIsometryDimension"
[[13, 51,

oJ,

[13, 58,

oJ,

[13, 65,

"3");

=

oJ,

[14, 6, 1]]

FIGURE 5. Using StephaniSearch to search for solutions based on mathematical descriptions
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Or again, search using several parameters simultaneously, as below (also shown in Fig. 5):
> DataSearch("PetrovType"

= "D", "IsometryDimension" = "3", "OrbitType" = "Lorentzian");
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[[13, 51, 0], [13, 58, 0], [13, 65. 0]]

DataOut Examples.
(1) This search is identical to the "Dust" DataSearch example above. The StephaniSearch
Maplet is of the form Fig. 4, and the input for the DataOut procedure is given by a list of
true/false values for that correspond to the checkbox values in the Maplet. Since "Dust" is
the only box checked, it takes on the only true value in the list.
> DataOut ([true, false. false, . . . • false]);
PDlist := ["PrimaryDescription" = "Dust"]

(2) This search is identical to that of Fig. 5 above. Since there are several checked checkboxes,
the procedure argument has a mix of true and false values.
> DataOut([false, false, . . . , false, true, false, . . . ]);
PetrovList := ["PetrovType" = "D"]
IsometryList := ["IsometryDimension" = "3"]
OrbitTypeList := ["Orbits" = [1, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [2, "Lorentzian"],
"Orbits"
"Orbits"

[3, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits"

=

[5, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits"
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[4. "Lorentzian"].

=

[6. "Lorentzian"]]
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ApPENDIX A. EXACT SOLUTIONS DATABASE

Current database entries are given.
A.I. Stephanil.mm.
#####################################################################

LibraryTable [" Stephani ", 1] : = module ()
export DGTable, LibraryType;
LibraryType

:=

IExactSolutionsGR";

DGTable := table():
#??? Redesign to be edition independent via a locator program
#####################################################################
#

Chapter 12

#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] := table 0 :
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [IPrimaryDescription"] := IPureRadiation";
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [ISecondaryDescription"] := 1111;
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [IPetrovType"] := "X": #???
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [INullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [IKillingVectors"] := [[1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, -1],
[-u, 0, 0, -sigma], [-Int(Int(F(u),u),u), 1/2,0,
-Int(F(u),u)*sigma-l/2*Zeta*Int(B(u),u)] ,
[2*Int(Int(u*F(u),u),u), -u, 0, -zeta
+2*Int(u*F(u),u)*sigma+Zeta*Int(B(u)*u,u)]] :
DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] [IIsometryDimension"] := "5":
DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] ["Or bits"] := [3, "Null"]: #???
DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] ["Authors"] := [] ;#???
DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [zeta, sigma, u, v]:
DGTable [ [12, 7, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_A(u) , _B(u) , _F(u) , _kappaO]:
DGTable [[12, 7, 0]] [IOr thonormalFrame"] : = [[1/2*2- 0/2), -1/2*2- (1/2), 0, 0],
[1/2*2-(1/2), 1/2*2-(1/2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/(-2*_F(u)*sigma-2-2*_A(u)*zeta-2
-2*_B(u)*zeta*sigma)-(1/2), 0],
[0, 0, -1/(2*(_F(u)*sigma-2+_A(u)*zeta-2
+_B(u)*zeta*sigma))-(1/2),
(2*(_F(u) *sigma-2+_A(u) *zeta-2
+_B(u)*zeta*sigma))-(1/2)]] :
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] ["Metric"] := ArrayO .. 4,1 .. 4,{
(3, 3) = -2*_F(u)*sigma-2-2*_A(u)*zeta-2
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-2*_B(u)*zeta*sigma,
(3, 4) = -1, (2, 1) = 1, (4, 3) = -1, 0, 2) = 1}):
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [IEnergyMomentumTensor"] := Array([[O,O,O,O], [0,0,0,0], [0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,2*_B(u)/_kappaO, 0]]):
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [ISideConditions"] := [];
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] [ICosmologicalConstant"] := 0:
DGTable[[12, 7, 0]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################

DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] := tableO:
DGTable [[12, 8, 0]] [IPrimaryDescription"]

: = "Einstein";

DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [ISecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [IPetrovType"]

:= "X": #???

DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [INullTetrad"]

:= [];

DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [IKillingVectors"] := [[exp(-t)*cos(z)/CB-2*sin(z)), 0, 0, exp(-t)/_B-2],
[-exp(t)*cos(z)/(_B-2*sin(z)), 0, 0, exp(t)/_B-2],
[0, -(-1+cos(2*x))-(1/2)*cos(y)/(_A-2*sin(x)),
(-1+cos(2*x))-(1/2)*cos(x)*sin(y)/(_A-2*sin(x)-2), 0],
[0, (-1+cos(2*x))-(1/2)*sin(y)/(_A-2*sin(x)),
(-1+cos(2*x))-(1/2)*cos(x)*cos(y)/(_A-2*sin(x)-2), 0],
[0, 0, (-1+cos(2*x))-(1/2)/(_A-2*sin(x)), 0], [-1/_B-2, 0, 0, 0]];
DGTable [[12, 8, 0]] ["Or bits"]

:= [4, "Lorentzian"] :#???

DGTable [[12, 8, 0]] [" Authors "] := [] ;#???
DGTable [[12, 8, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [t, x, y, z]:
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_A, _B]:
DGTable [[12, 8, 0]] [" OrthonormalFrame "] := [[0, 1/_A, 0, 0], [0, 0, l/CMsin(x)), 0],
[0, 0, 0, 1/ _B],
[l/(_B*sin(z)), 0, 0, 0]];
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] ["Metric"]

:= Array ( [[- _B-2*sin(z)-2,0,0,0], [0,_A-2,0,0],

[0, 0,_A-2*sin(x)-2,0], [0, 0,0,_B-2]]):
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [ISideConditions"] := [_B-2=_r2];
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [ICosmologicalConstant"] := 1/_A-2:
DGTable[[12, 8, 0]] [" Comments "]

:= [" Cosmological constant = 1/_B-2 = 1/_A-2,

k = 1, kprime = -1"];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 12, 0]]

: = table 0

:

DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] [IPrimaryDescription"] := IPureRadiation";
DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] [ISecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] [IPetrovType"] := "X": #???
DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] [INullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] [IKillingVectors"]

:= [[0, -1, 0, 0]]:

DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] [IIsometryDimension"]

0= "1":
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DGTable [ [12, 12, 0]] ["Orbits"]

[1, "Null"]; #???

;=

DGTable [ [12, 12, 0]] ["Authors"] := [];
DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] ["Coordinates"]
DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] ["Parameters"]

[u, v, x, y];

;=
;=

[_a, _b, _kappaO, _gamma];

DGTable [ [12, 12, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"]

;=

[[(1/2)*2-(1/2),

(1/2)*(1-x-2*(2*cos(2*_gamma*u)+_b-2)
+y-2*(2*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)-_b-2)
+2*x*y*sin(2*_gamma*u)) *2-(1/2) , 0, 0],
[(1/2)*2-(1/2), (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(-1-2*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)*x-2
+2*x*y*sin(2*_gamma*u)-_b-2*x-2-_b-2*y-2
+2*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)*y-2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, (1/2) *2- (1/2), 0], [0, 0, 0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)]] ;
DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] ["Metric"]

Array(1 .. 4,1 "

;=

4,{

(1, 1) = -4*_a*cos(2*_gamma*u)*x-2
+4*_a*cos (2*_gamma*u) *y-2+4*x*y*sin(2*_gamma*u)
-2*_b-2*x-2-2*_b-2*y-2,
(1, 2)

= -1,

(2, 1)

= -1,

DGTable [ [12, 12, OJ] ["SideConditions"]

;=

= 2,

(3, 3)

(4, 4)

= 2});

[];

O·,

DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "]

DGTable [[12, 12, 0]] ["EnergyMomentumTensor"] . = Array ( [[0,0,0,0] , [0,2* _b-2/ _kappaO, 0,0] ,
[0,0,0,0], [0,0,0,0]]);
DGTable[[12, 12, 0]] ["Comments"]

;=

[];

#####################################################################

DGTable [ [12, 13, 0]] ; = table () ;
DGTable [[12, 13, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Vacuum";
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"]

;=

DGTable [[12, 13, 0]] ["PetrovType"]

;=

"X"; #???

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["NullTetrad"]

;=

[];

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["KillingVectors"]

;=

DGTable[[12, 13, OJ] ["IsometryDimension"]
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Orbits"]
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Authors"]

;=

[]

;#???

;=

"6";

[4, "Lorentzian"]: #???
["Ozvath and Schucking (1962)"];

;=

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Coordinates"]
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Parameters"]

"Homogeneous";

;=
;=

[u,v,x,y];
[];

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"]

;=

[

[1/(2*cos(2*u)*(x-2-y-2)-4*x*y*sin(2*u))-(1/2), 0, 0, 0],
[1/(2*cos(2*u)*(x-2-y-2)-4*x*y*sin(2*u))-(1/2),
-(2*cos(2*u)*(x-2-y-2)-4*x*y*sin(2*u))-(1/2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]];
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Metric"]

;=

Array(l .. 4,1 .. 4,{(1, 2)

=

-1, (2, 1)

(1, 1) = -2*cos(2*u)*x-2+2*cos(2*u)*y-2+4*x*y*sin(2*u),
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-1,

(3, 3) = 1, (4, 4) = 1}):
DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["SideConditions"]

:= [];

DGTable [[12, 13, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "]

0;

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["EnergyMomentumTensor"]

:= 0;

DGTable[[12, 13, 0]] ["Comments"]

:= [];

#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 14, 0]] : = table 0

:

DGTable [[12, 14, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Vacuum";
DGTable [[12, 14, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] : = "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "X": #???
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["KillingVectors"]

:= [[0, 0, 0, -_k] ,

[2*_k, 2*y*_k, -_k*z+_k*t*3-(1/2),
- _k*3- 0/2) *z- _k*t],

[0, 0, _k, 0], [0, _k, 0, 0]]:

DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "4":
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [4, "Lorentzian"]: #???
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Authors"]

:= ["Petrov(1962)"];

DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Coordinates"]

:= [x, y, z, t]:

DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_k]:
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[0, 0,
_k*exp(-(1/2)*x)*((1-cos(3-(1/2)*x))/cos(3-(1/2)*x))-(1/2),
_k*cos(3-(1/2)*x)-(1/2)*exp(-(1/2)*x)], [_k, 0, 0, 0],
[0, _k*exp(x), 0, 0],
[0, 0, _k*exp(-(1/2)*x)/cos(3-(1/2)*x)-(1/2), 0]]:
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Metric"]

:= (1/ _k-2)*Array( [[1,0,0,0], [0,exp(-2*x) ,0,0],

[0,0,exp(x)*cos(sqrt(3)*x),-exp(x)*sin(sqrt(3)*x)] ,
[0,0,-exp(x)*sin(sqrt(3)*x),-exp(x)*cos(sqrt(3)*x)]]):
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["SideConditions"]

:= [];

DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[12, 14, 0]] ["Comments"]

:= [];

#####################################################################

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]]

:= table 0

:

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "EinsteinMaxwell";
DGTable[[12, 19,0]] ["SecondaryDescription"]
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["PetrovType"]

:= "N":

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["NullTetrad"]

:= [];

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["KillingVectors"]

,= "Homogeneous";

:= [[0, 0,

(1+_lambda*z-2)-(1/2)*cos(_lambda-(1/2)*t)/_lambda-(1/2),
-sin(_lambda-(1/2)*t)*z/(1+_lambda*z-2)-(1/2)],
[0, 0, -(1+_lambda*z-2)-(1/2)*sin(_lambda-(1/2)*t)/_lambda-(1/2),
-cosClambda-(1/2)*t)*z/(1+_lambda*z-2)-0/2)], [0, 0, 0,
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-tJ,

[-_lambda-(1/2)*y*cos(_lambda-(1/2)*x)/(-1+_lambda*y-2)-(1/2),
-(-1+_lambda*y-2)-(1/2)*sin(_lambda-(1/2)*x), 0, 0],
[_lambda-(1/2)*y*sin(_lambda-(1/2)*x)/(-1+_lambda*y-2)-(1/2),
-(-1+_lambda*y-2)-(1/2)*cos(_lambda-(1/2)*x), 0, 0], [-1, 0, 0, 0]]:
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["1sometryDimension"]

:= "6":

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [4, Fail]: #???
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["Authors"] := ["Bertotti, Robinson(1959)"];
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [x, y, z, t]:
DGTable[[12, 19, OJ] ["Parameters"] := [_lambda, _kappaO, _beta]:
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[0, 0, 0, 1/(1+_lambda*z-2)-(1/2)],
[1/(1-_lambda*y-2)-(1/2), 0, 0, 0], [0, -(1-_lambda*y-2)-(1/2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, (1+_lambda*z-2)-(1/2), 0]];
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array( [[(1- _lambda*y-2) ,0,0,0],
[0,(1-_lambda*y-2)-(-1),0,0], [0,0,(1+_lambda*z·2)-(-1),0],
[0,0,0,-(1+_lambda*z-2)]]) :
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["ElectromagneticField"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{
(1, 2) = 2-(1/2)*_lambda-(1/2)*sin(_beta)/_kappaO-(1/2),
(2, 1)

-2-(1/2)*_lambda-(1/2)*sin(_beta)/_kappaO-(1/2),

(3, 4) = -2-(1/2)*_lambda-(1/2)*cos(_beta)/_kappaO-(1/2),
(4, 3) = 2-(1/2)*_lambda-(1/2)*cos(_beta)/_kappaO-(1/2)});
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["SideConditions"]

:= [];

DGTable[[12, 19, 0]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################

DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] := table 0

:

DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "EinsteinMaxwell";
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"]

"Homogeneous";

DGTable[[12, 21,0]] ["PetrovType"] := "I":
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["NullTetrad"]

:= [];

DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[0, -1/2, 0, -phi], [0, 0, 0, -1],
[-1/2*x, -1/2*y, 1/2*phi, OJ, [0, 0, 1/2, O]J:
DGTable[[12, 21, O]J ["1sometryDimension"] := "4":
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [4, i'Lorentzian"]: #???
DGTable[[12, 21, OJ] ["Authors"] := ["McLenaghan and Tariq (1975), Tupper (976)"];
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["Coordinates"]
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["Parameters"J

:= [x,y,phi,t]:
:= [_a, _b, _kappaOJ:

DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"]

:= [[0, 0, -2*y/(x*(x-2-4*y-2)-0/2)),

(x-2-4*y-2)-0/2)/x], [x/_a, 0, 0, OJ, [0, x/_a, 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/(x-2-4*y-2)-(1/2), 0]];
DGTable[[12, 21, O]J ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{(4, 4) = -1, (1, 1) = _a-2/x-2,
(2, 2) = _a-2/x-2, (3, 3) = x-2-4*y-2, (3,4) = 2*y, (4, 3) = 2*y}):
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DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["ElectromagneticField"] := Matrix(4, 4, {(1, 1) = 0, (1, 2) = 0,
(1, 3)
4*y*cos(2*ln(2*x-_b))/(x*sqrt(_kappaO)),
(1, 4)
-2*cos(2*ln(2*x-_b))/(x*sqrt(_kappaO)), (2, 1) = 0, (2, 2) = 0,
(2, 3)
2*sin(2*ln(2*x-_b))/sqrt(_kappaO), (2,4) = 0,
(3, 1)
-4*y*cos(2*ln(2*x-_b))/(x*sqrt(_kappaO)),
(3, 2)
-2*sin(2*ln(2*x-_b))/sqrt(_kappaO),
(3, 3) = 0, (3,4) = 0, (4, 1) = 2*cos(2*ln(2*x-_b))/(x*sqrt(_kappaO)),
(4, 2) = 0, (4, 3) = 0, (4, 4) = O});
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["CosmologicaIConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
DGTable[[12, 21, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["This corrects multiple errors in the book
as well as in the original papers!"];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[12,
DGTable [[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,

DGTable[[12,
DGTable [[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,

34,
34,
34,
34,
34,
34,

0]] := table () :
OJ] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Einstein";
0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
0]] ["PetrovType"] := "N": #???
0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[x, -2*y, -2, -5*u] , [1, 0, 0, 0], [0, x, 0, -y],
[0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]]:
34, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "5":
34, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [4, "Lorentzian"]: #???
34, 0]] ["Authors"] := [];#???
34, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [x, y, z, u]:
34, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_Lambda, _epsilon]:
34, 0]] ["OrthonormaIFrame"] := [
[-exp(-(1/2)*z)/_epsilon-(1/2), 0, 0, _epsilon-(1/2)*exp((5/2)*z)],
[exp(-(1/2)*z)/_epsilon-(1/2), 0, 0, 0], [0, exp(z), 0, 0],
[0, 0, (1/3)*3-(1/2)*(-_Lambda)-(1/2), 0]];
34, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array([[_epsilon*exp(z),0,0,exp(-2*z)], [0,exp(-2*z) ,0,0] ,
[0,0,3/(-_Lambda) ,0] ,[exp(-2*z),0,0,0]]):
34, 0]] ["CosmologicaIConstant "] := _Lambda;
34, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
34, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["_epsilon=+/- 1, _Lambda < 0"];

#####################################################################

#??? Petrov
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,
DGTable[[12,

Type is not being properly computed June 4th
35, 0]] := table():
35, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Einstein";
35, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 35, 0]] ["PetrovType"] '= "III": #???
DGTable[[12, 35, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
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DGTable[[12, 35, O]J ["KillingVectors"J := [[x, -1/2*y, -1/2, -2*uJ, [1, 0, 0, OJ,
[0, 1/2, 0, OJ, [0, 0, 0, lJJ:
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["1sometryDimension"J := "4":
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Orbits"] := [4, "Lorentzian"J:
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Authors"J := [J ;#???
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [x, y, z, uJ:
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Parameters"J := [_LambdaJ:
DGTable [[12, 35, OJ J ["OrthonormalFrame"J : = [[-2- 0/2) *exp( -2*z) , 0/2) *2- O/2hexp(z), 0, OJ,
[exp(-2*z), 0, 0, OJ, [0, 0, O/3)*3-0/2)*(-_Lambda)-O/2), OJ,
[exp(-2*z), -exp(z), 0, exp(4*z)JJ;
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Metric"J := Array([[exp(4*z) ,2*exp(z) ,0,exp(-2*z)J,
[2*exp(z) ,2*exp(-2*z) ,O,OJ ,[0,0,3/(-(_Lambda)),OJ, [exp(-2*z),0,0,OJJ):
DGTable [[12, 35, OJ J ["CosmologicalConstant "J : = _Lambda;
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["SideConditions"J := [J;
DGTable[[12, 35, OJJ ["Comments"J := [_Lambda < OJ;
#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 36, OJ J : = table 0

:

DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["PrimaryDescription"J := "PureRadiation";
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["SecondaryDescription"J := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["PetrovType"J := "X": #???
DGTable[[12, 36, OJ] ["NullTetrad"J := [[0, 0, 0, O+exp(2*_rho*x))-O/2)J,
[0, 0, -1/((1+exp(2*_rho*x))-(1/2)), -exp(2*_rho*x)/(1+exp(2*_rho*x))-(1/2)J,
[1/2*2-(1/2), 1/2*1*2-(1/2), 0, OJ, [1/2*2-(1/2), -1/2*1*2-(1/2), 0, OJJ;
DGTable[[12, 36, OJ] ["KillingVectors"] := [[-l/_rho, 0, u, -vJ, [0, 0, 1, OJ,
[0, -u, 0, yJ, [0, 0, 0, lJ, [0, 1, 0, OJJ:
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["1sometryDimension"J := "5":
DGTable[[12, 36, OJ] ["Orbits"J := [4, "Lorentzian"J:
DGTable [[12, 36, OJJ ["Authors"J := ["Sippel, Goenner(1986) "J;
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [x, y, u, vJ:
DGTable[[12, 36, OJ] ["Parameters"J := [_rho,_kappaOJ:
DGTable [[12, 36, OJ J ["OrthonormalFrame"J : = [
[0, 0, 1/2*2-(1/2)*exp(-_rho*x), OJ,
[1, 0, 0, OJ, [0, 1, 0, OJ, [0, 0, 1/2*2-0/2)*exp(-_rho*x),
2-(1/2) *exp(_rho*x)J J ;
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["Metric"J := Array([[l,O,O,OJ, [O,l,O,OJ,
[0,0,-2*exp(2*_rho*x),lJ ,[0,0,1,0, OJJ):
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["Signature"J := (-1):
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["EnergyMomentumTensor"J := Array([[O,O,O,OJ, [O,O,O,OJ, [O,O,O,OJ,
[0,0,0,4*(_rho)-2*exp(2*_rho*x)/_kappaO, OJJ):
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["CosmologicalConstant"J := 0;
DGTable[[12, 36, OJJ ["SideConditions"J := [J;
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DGTable[[12, 36, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Pure Radiation with no Maxwell field"];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 37, 0]]

:= tableO:

DGTable [[12, 37, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "PureRadiation";
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "X": #???
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [J;
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["KillingVectors"]

:= [[-y, x, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, -1], [1, 0, 0, 0],

[0, 1, 0, 0], [-IntO/_C(u)-2,u), 0, 0, -x], [0, -Int(1/_C(u)-2,u), 0, -y]]:
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"]

:= "6":

DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [3, "Null"]:
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["Authors"] := [] ;#???
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [x, y, u, v]:
DGTable[[12, 37, O]]["Parameters"] := [_C(u), _kappaO]:
DGTable [[12, 37, 0] ]["OrthonormalFrame"] : = [[0, 0, 1/2*2- 0/2), 1/2*2- 0/2)],
[csgnCC(u))/ _C(u) , 0, 0, 0], [0, csgnCC(u))/ _C(u), 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/2*2-(1/2), -1/2*2-(1/2)]]:
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array([[_C(u)-2,0,0,0], [Q,_C(u)-2,0,0],
[0,0,0,-1], [0,0,-1,0]]):
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["EnergyMomentumTensor"] := Array([[O,O,O,O], [0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0], [0,0,0,-2*(diff(_C(u), u, u))/_C(u)/_kappaO]]):
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["SideConditions"]
DGTable[[12, 37, 0]] ["Comments"]

:= [];

:= ["Pure Radiation with no Maxwell field"J;

#####################################################################

DGTable [[12, 38, 0]] : = table 0

:

DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "PureRadiation";
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "Homogeneous";
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "N": #???
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable [[12, 38, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] : = []; #??? Muptiple solution sets
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "5":
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["Orbits"] := [4, "Lorentzian"]:
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["Authors"] := ["Siklos (985)"];
DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [u,v,y,z]:
DGTable[[12, 38, OJ] ["Parameters"] := [_epsilon, _k, _Lambda,_kappaO]:
DGTable [[12, 38, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] : = [
[1/3*3-(1/2) *_Lambda-(1/2) *y-(1+2*_k)*_epsilon
+1/3*3-(1/2)*y*_Lambda-(1/2), -1/3*3-(1/2)*y*_Lambda-(1/2), 0, 0],
[-1/3*3-(1/2) *_Lambda-(1/2) *y-(1+2*_k) *_epsilon
+1/3*3-(1/2)*y*_Lambda-(1/2),
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1/3*3~(1/2)*y*_Lambda~(1/2),

0, 0],

1/3*3~(1/2)/(-1/_Lambda/y~2)~(1/2),0],

[0, 0,

[0, 0, 0,

1/3*3~(1/2)/(-1/_Lambda/y~2)~(1/2)]]:

DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{
(1, 2)

3/2/_Lambda/y~2,

(2, 1)

3/2/_Lambda/y~2,

(2, 2)

3*y~(-2+2*_k)*_epsilon/_Lambda,

(3, 3)

-3/_Lambda/y~2,

(4,4) =

-3/_Lambda/y~2}):

DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
DGTable [[12, 38, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "]

: = _Lambda;

DGTable[[12, 38, 0]] ["EnergyMomentumTensor"]

:= Array([

[(1/9)*(4*_Lambda~2*y~(2+2*_k)*_epsilon

*_k*(-3+2*_k))/_kappaO,0,0,0] ,
[0,0,0,0], [0,0,0,0], [0,0,0,0]]):
DGTable [[12, 38, 0]] ["Comments "] : = [];
#####################################################################

#

Chapter 13.3

#####################################################################

DGTable[[13, 51, 0]]

:= table 0

:

DGTable [[13, 51, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Vacuum";
DGTable[[13, 51, OJ] ["PetrovType"] := "";#???
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable [[13, 51, 0]] ["Authors"] : = ["Kasner(1921) "] ;
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [xl, x2, x3, x4];
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[0, 0, 0,
[1/(x4~(2*_a1))~(1/2), 0,

0, 0], [0,

1/(-x4~(2*_a4))~(1/2)],

1/(x4~(2*_a2))~(1/2),

0, 0],

1/(x4~(2*_a3))~(1/2), 0]]:

[0, 0,

DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[0, 0, 1, 0], [0, 1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0, 0]]:
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "3":
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["Orbits"]

:= [3, "Lorentzian"]:

DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_al, _a2, _a3, _a4]:
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{(1, 1) =
(2, 2) =

x4~(2*_a2),

(3, 3) =

x4~(2*_a3),

(4,4) =

x4~(2*_a1),

x4~(2*_a4)}):

DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [_al + _a2 + _a3 = _a4 +1,
_al~2

+

_a2~2

+

_a3~2

= (_a4 +

1)~2]:

DGTable[[13, 51, 0]] ["Comments"] :=["Signs of metric coefficients may be chosen arbitrarily"];
#####################################################################

DGTable[[13, 58, 0]] := table():
DGTable[[13, 58, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum";
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DGTable[[13, 58, OJ] ["PetrovType"J := "";#???
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["NullTetrad"J := [J;
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["Authors"J := ["Ellis and MacCallum (1969)"J;
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [x,y,u,zJ;
DGTable[[13, 58, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [
[0, 0, exp(-(1/2)*u-2)*u-(1/4)/(_k*_epsilon-(1/2)), OJ,
[exp(-(1/2)*u-2)*u-(1/4)/(_k*_epsilon-(1/2)), 0, 0, OJ,
[0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*exp(-x)/(_k*u-(1/2)), 0, OJ,
[0, 0, 0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*exp(x)/(_k*u-(1/2))JJ;
DGTable [[13, 58, OJ J ["KillingVectors "J : = [[1/2/ _k-2, -1/2/ _k-2*y, 0, 1/2/ _k-2*z],
[0, 1/2/_k-2, 0, OJ, [0, 0, 0, 1/2/_k-2JJ:
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["IsometryDimension"J := "3":
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["Orbits"J := [3, "Lorentzian"J:
DGTable[[13, 58, 0]] ["Parameters"J := [_k,_epsilonJ:
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["Metric"J := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{
(1, 1) = _k-2*_epsilon*exp(u-2)/u-(1/2),
(2, 2) = 2*_k-2*u*exp(2*x),
(3, 3) = -_k-2*_epsilon*exp(u-2)/u-(1/2),
(4, 4) = 2*_k-2*u*exp(-2*x)}):
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["CosmologicalConstant"J := 0;
DGTable[[13, 58, OJJ ["SideConditions"J := [J:
#####################################################################
DGTable[[13, 65, OJ] := tableO:
DGTable[[13, 65, OJ] ["PrimaryDescription"J := "Einstein";
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["PetrovType"J := "II";#???
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["NullTetrad"J := [J;
DGTable[[13, 65, OJ] ["Authors"J := [];
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [x,y,u,zJ;
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [
[-(2/3)*2-(1/2)*3-(1/2)*exp(-z)/(48*_b-4*u-2+1)-(1/2),
6-(1/2)*_b*exp(2*z)/(48*_b-4*u-2+1)-(1/2), 0, OJ,
[2-(1/2)*exp(-z), 0, 0, OJ,
[(2/3)*2-(1/2)*3-(1/2)*exp(-z)/(48*_b-4*u-2+1)-(1/2),
-6-(1/2)*_b*exp(2*z)/(48*_b-4*u-2+1)-(1/2),
(1/6)*2-(1/2)*3-(1/2)*(48*_b-4*u-2+1)-(1/2)/_b, OJ,
[0, 0, 4*2-(1/2)*csgn(1/_b)*_b*u, 2*2-(1/2)*csgn(1/_b)*_bJJ;
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["KillingVectors"] := [[-1/4*x, 1/2*y, 0, 1/4J,
[0, 1/2, 0, OJ, [3*_b, 0, 0, OJJ:
DGTable [[13, 65, OJ] ["IsometryDimension"J : = "3":
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["Orbits"J := [3, "Lorentzian"J:
DGTable[[13, 65, OJJ ["Parameters"J := [_bJ:
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DGTable[[13, 65, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 " 4,{(1, 1) = 1/2*exp(2*z),
(1, 2) = 1/3*exp(-z)/_b, (2, 1) = 1/3*exp(-z)/_b,
(2, 2) = -1/18*(144*_b-4*u-2-1)*exp(-4*z)/_b-2,
(2, 3) = -exp(-2*z), (2, 4) = 2*u*exp(-2*z), (3, 2) = -exp(-2*z),
(4, 2) = 2*u*exp(-2*z), (4,4) = 1/8/_b-2}):
DGTable [[13, 65, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "] : = -8* _b-2;
DGTable[[13, 65, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := []:
DGTable [[13, 65, 0]] ["Comments"] : = ["This corrects an error in the metric. "] :
#####################################################################
#

Chapter 14.2

#####################################################################

DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

6,
6,
6,
6,
6,
6,
6,
6,
6,

DGTable[[14, 6,
DGTable[[14, 6,
DGTable[[14, 6,

DGTable[[14, 6,

1]] := tableO:
1]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Dust";
1]] ["SecondaryDescription"] : = "FRW-Fluid";
1]] ["PetrovType"] : = ""; #???
1]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
1]] ["Authors"] := [] ;#???
1]] ["Coordinates"] := [psi, r, theta, phi]:
1]] ["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO]:
1]] ["KillingVectors"] := [
[0, -(1/2)*cos(phi)*(1-cos(psi)-cos(theta)-2
+cos(theta)-2*cos(psi))/(sin(theta)*_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2),
(1/2)*cos(phi)*cos(r)*(-1+cos(psi))*cos(theta)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)),
-(1/2)*(-1+cos(psi))*sin(phi)*cos(r)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)*sin(theta))],
[0, (1/2)*sin(phi)*(1-cos(psi)-cos(theta)-2
+cos(theta)-2*cos(psi))/(sin(theta)*_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2),
-(1/2)*sin(phi)*cos(r)*(-1+cos(psi))*cos(theta)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)),
-(1/2)*(-1+cos(psi))*cos(phi)*cos(r)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)*sin(theta))],
[0, 0, (1/2)*cos(phi)*(-1+cos(psi))/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2),
-(1/2)*(-1+cos(psi))*sin(phi)*cos(theta)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(theta))],
[0, 0, -(1/2)*sin(phi)*(-1+cos(psi))/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2),
-(1/2)*(-1+cos(psi))*cos(phi)*cos(theta)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(theta))],
[0, 0, 0, -(-1+cos«1/2)*psi)-2)/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2)],
[0, (1/2)*cos(theta)*(-1+cos(psi))/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2),
-(1/2)*sin(theta)*cos(r)*(-1+cos(psi))/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)), 0]]:
1]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "3":
1]] ["Orbits"] := [3, "Riemannian"]:
1]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[1/Cm*sin«1/2)*psi)-2), 0, 0, 0],
[0, 1/Cm*sin«1/2)*psi)-2), 0, 0], [0, 0, 1/Cm*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)), 0],
[0, 0, 0, 1/(_m*sin«1/2)*psi)-2*sin(r)*sin(theta))]];
1]] ["SideConditions"] := []:
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DGTable[[14, 6, 1]] ["EnergyDensity"]

:= (3/Cm-2*_kappaO*sin«(1/2)*psi)-6)):

DGTable[[14, 6, 1]] ["FourVector"] := Array(1 .. 4, ((1) = 1/Cm*sin«1/2)*psi)-2)});
DGTable[[14, 6, 1]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4, 1 ., 4, {(1, 1) = -_m-2*sin«1/2)*psi)-4,
(2, 2)

=

_m-2*sin«1/2)*psi)-4, (3, 3)

=

_m-2*sin«1/2)*psi)-4*sin(r)-2,

(4, 4) = _m-2*sin«1/2)*psi)-4*sin(r)-2*sin(theta)-2});
DGTable [[14, 6, 1]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] : = 0;
DGTable[[14, 6, 1]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] : = table 0

;

DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["PrimaryDescription"]

; = "Dust";

DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["SecondaryDescription"]

: = "FRW-Fluid";

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["PetrovType"] := '''';#???
DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["NullTetrad"]

;=

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["Authors"]

["Friedmann(1922)"];

;=

[];

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["Coordinates"] := [t, r, theta, phi];
DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["Parameters"]

;=

[_M, _kappaO]:

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["KillingVectors"]

;=

[]

Muptiple solution sets

;#???

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "":#???
DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["Orbits"]

;=

["",

""]

DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["OrthonormalFrame"]

:#???

:= [[1, 0, 0, 0],

[0, (1/3)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)/(_M-(1/2)*t
*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3))-(1/2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, (1/3)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)/(_M-(1/2)*t
*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3)*r-2)-(1/2), 0],
[0, 0, 0, (1/3)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)/(_M-(1/2)
*t*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3)*r-2*sin(theta)-2)-(1/2)]] ;
DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["SideConditions"]
DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["EnergyDensity"]

;=

[];

:= CM/CkappaO*«1/2)*2-(1/3)

*(sqrt(3)*sqrt(_M)*t)-(2/3))-3));
DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["FourVector"] := Array(1 .. 4,{(1) = 1});
DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["Metric"]
(2, 2)

:= Array(1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {(1, 1) = -1,

(1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*_M-(1/2)*t*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3),

(3, 3) = (1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*_M-(1/2)*t*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3)*r-2,
(4, 4) = (1/4)*2-(2/3)*3-(2/3)*_M-(1/2)*t
*(_M-(1/2)*t)-(1/3)*r-2*sin(theta)-2});
DGTable [[14, 6, 2]] ["CosmologicalConstant "] ; = 0;
DGTable[[14, 6, 2]] ["Comments"]

;=

[];

#####################################################################

DGTable[[14, 6, 3]]

;=

table 0

:

DGTable [[14, 6, 3]] ["PrimaryDescription"]

: = "Dust";

DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["SecondaryDescription"]

;=

"FRW-Fluid";
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DGTable[[14, 6, 3]]
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]]
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]]
DGTable [[14, 6, 3]]

["PetrovType"] := '''' ;#???
["NullTetrad"] : = [];
["Authors"] := ["Einsein,deSitter(1932)"];
["Coordinates"] := [psi, r, theta, phi]:

DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,

6, 3]] ["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO];
6, 3]] ["KillingVectors"] := [] :#??? Muptiple solution sets
6, 3]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "":#???
6, 3]] ["Orbits"] := ["", ""] :#???
6, 3]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[1/_m/sinh(1/2*psi)-2, 0, 0, 0],
[0, 1/_m/sinh(1/2*psi)-2, 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/_m/sinh(r)/sinh(1/2*psi)-2, 0],
[0, 0, 0, 1/_m/sin(theta)/sinh(r)/sinh(1/2*psi)-2]];
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["EnergyDensity"] := 3*Cm-(-2)*_kappaO-(-i)
*sinh«1/2)*psi)-(-6));
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["FourVector"] := Array(1 .. 4,{
(1)
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]]
(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,

= 1/(_m*sinh«1/2)*psi)-2)});
["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {
1) = -_m-2*sinh«1/2)*psi)-4,
2)
_m-2*sinh«1/2)*psi)-4,
3) = _m-2*sinh(r)-2*sinh«1/2)*psi)-4,
4) = _m-2*sin(theta)-2*sinh(r)-2*sinh«1/2)*psi)-4}):

DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["CosmologicalConstant"]
DGTable[[14, 6, 3]] ["Comments"] := [];

:=

0;

#####################################################################

DGTable [[14, 7, 0]] := tableO:
DGTable [[14, 7, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Fluid";
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "FRW-Fluid";
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "";#???
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

7,
7,
7,
7,
7,

0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]

DGTable[[14, 7, 0]]
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]]
[0,
[0,

["Authors"] := ["Tolman(1934)"];
["Coordinates"] := [t, r, theta, phi]:
["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO];
["KillingVectors"] := [] :#??? Muptiple solution sets
["IsometryDimension"] := "":#???
["Orbits"] := ['''', ""]:#???
["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[1, 0, 0, 0],
1/2*2-(1/2)/_m-(1/4)/t-(1/2), 0, 0],
0, 1/2*2-(1/2)/r/_m-(1/4)/t-(1/2), 0],

[0, 0, 0, 1/2*2-(1/2)/r/sin(theta)/_m-(1/4)/t-(1/2)]];
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
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DGTable [[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable [ [14,
DGTable [[14,

7, 0]] ["Pressure"] : = (4/3);
7, 0]] ["EnergyDensity"] := 3/(4*_kappaO*t-2):
7, 0]] ["FourVector"] := ArrayO .. 4,{0)

1});

7, 0]] ["Metric"] := ArrayO .. 4, 1 .. 4, {

0, 1) = -1, (2, 2) = 2*_m-0/2)*t,
(3, 3) = 2*_m-(1/2)*t*r-2, (4,4) = 2*_m-(1/2)*t*r-2*sin(theta)-2}):
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[14, 7, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Radiation solution"];
#####################################################################

DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

DGTable[[14, 8,
DGTable[[14, 8,
DGTable [[14, 8,
DGTable [[14, 8,
DGTable [[14, 8,

1]] := tableO:
1]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Fluid";
1]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "FRW-Fluid";
1]] ["PetrovType"] ;= 1111 ;#???
1]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
1]] ["Authors"] := [];
1]] ["Coordinates"] := [t, r, theta, phi]:
1]] ["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO, _gamma, _Lambda];
1]] ["KillingVectors"] := [] :#??? Muptiple solution sets
1]] ["IsometryDimension"] := "":#???
1]] ["Orbits"] := [1111, " " ] :#???
1]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[1, 0, 0, 0],
[0, 3-(-1/3/_gamma)*_m-(-1/3/_gamma)*(cosh(1/2*t*_gamma*3-(1/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2»-2-1)-(-1/3/_gamma)*_Lambda-(1/3/_gamma), 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/r*3-(-1/3/_gamma)*_m-(-1/3/_gamma)*(cosh(1/2*t*_gamma*3-(1/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2»-2-1)-(-1/3/_gamma)*_Lambda-(1/3/_gamma), 0],
[0, 0, 0, 1/r/sin(theta)*3-(-1/3/_gamma)*_m-(-1/3/_gamma)*
(cosh(1/2*t*_gamma*3-(1/2)*_Lambda-(1/2»-2-1)-(-1/3/_gamma)
*_Lambda-(1/3/_gamma)]] ;
1]] ["SideConditions"] := [];# _Lambda> 0, _gamma> 0
1]] ["Pressure"] := _gamma;
1]] ["EnergyDensity"] : = _Lambda/ CkappaO*sinh( 0/2) *t* _gamma*3- 0/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2»-2);
1]] ["FourVector"] := ArrayO .. 4,{(1) = 1});
1]] ["Metric"] ;= ArrayO .. 4, 1 .. 4, {
(1, 1) = -1, (2, 2) = 3-((2/3)/_gamma)*_m-((2/3)/_gamma)
*(cosh((1/2)*t*_gamma*3-(1/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2»-2-1)-((2/3)/_gamma)
*_Lambda-(-(2/3)/_gamma),
(3, 3) = 3-((2/3)/_gamma)*_m-((2/3)/_gamma)
*(cosh((1/2)*t*_gamma*3-(1/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2»-2-1)-((2/3)/_gamma)*r-2
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*_Lambda~(-(2/3)/_gamma),

(4, 4) = 3-((2/3)/_gamma)*_m-((2/3)/_gamma)
*(cosh((1/2)*t*_gamma*3~(1/2)
*_Lambda-(1/2))~2-1)~((2/3)/_gamma)*r~2

*sin(theta)-2*_Lambda-(-(2/3)/_gamma)}):
DGTable[[14, 8, 1]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := _Lambda;
DGTable[[14, 8, 1]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################
DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] := table():#This one is valid but won't simplify to 0 tensor
DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Fluid";
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]

["SecondaryDescription"] := "FRW-Fluid";
["PetrovType"] := "";#???
["NullTetrad"] := [];
["Authors"] := [];
["Coordinates"] := [t, r, theta, phi]:
["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO, _gamma];

DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]
2]]

["KillingVectors"] := [] :#??? Muptiple solution sets
["IsometryDimension"] := "":#???
["Orbits"] := ["", '"'] :#???
["OrthonormalFrame"] := [];
["SideConditions"] := [];
["Pressure"] := _gamma;

DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] ["EnergyDensity"] := (4/3)/CkappaO*_gamma~2*t-2);
DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] ["FourVector"] := Array(1 .. 4,{(1) = 1});
DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] ["Metric"] := ArrayC1 .. 4, 1 " 4, {(1, 1) = -1,
(2, 2) = 3-((4/3)/_gamma)*2-(-(4/3)/_gamma)*_gamma~((4/3)/_gamma)
*(t-2*_m)-((2/3)/_gamma),
(3, 3) = 3~((4/3)/_gamma)*2-(-(4/3)/_gamma)*_gamma~((4/3)/_gamma)
*(t~2*_m)-((2/3)/_gamma)*r-2,

(4, 4) = 3-((4/3)/_gamma)*2-(-(4/3)/_gamma)*_gamma-((4/3)/_gamma)
*(t~2*_m)-((2/3)/_gamma)*r-2*sin(theta)-2}):

DGTable [[14, 8, 2]] ["CosmologicalConstant "] : = 0;
DGTable[[14, 8, 2]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################
DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] := tableO:
DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Fluid";
DGTable[[14,
DGTable [[14,
DGTable[[14,
DGTable[[14,

8,
8,
8,
8,

3]]
3]]
3]]
3]]

["SecondaryDescription"] := "FRW-Fluid";
["PetrovType"] : = ""; #???
["NullTetrad"] := [];
["Authors"] := [];

DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] ["Coordinates"] := [t, r, theta, phi]:
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DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] ["Parameters"] := [_m, _kappaO, _gamma, _Lambda];
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] [IKillingVectors"] : = []: #777 Muptiple solution sets
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] [IIsometryDimension"] := 1111:#777
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] ["O r bits"] := [1111, 1111] :#777
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] [" OrthonormalFrame "] : = [];
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] [ISideConditions"] := [];
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] ["Pressure"] := _gamma;
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] [IIEnergyDensity"] : = - _Lambda/ CkappaO*sin( (1/2) *t
*_gamma*(-3*_Lambda)-(1/2))-2);
DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] [IFourVector"] := Array(1 .. 4,{(1) = 1});
DGTable [[14, 8, 3]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {(1, 1) = -1,
(2, 2) = (-3*_m)-«2/3)/_gamma)*(1-cos«1/2)*t*_gamma
*(-3*_Lambda)-(1/2))-2)-«2/3)/_gamma)*_Lambda-(-(2/3)/_gamma),
(3, 3) = (-3*_m)-«2/3)/_gamma)*(1-cos«1/2)*t*_gamma
*(-3*_Lambda)-(1/2))-2)-«2/3)/_gamma)*r-2*_Lambda-(-(2/3)/_gamma),
(4, 4) = (-3*_m)-«2/3)/_gamma)*(1-cos«1/2)*t*_gamma
*(-3*_Lambda)-(1/2))-2)-«2/3)/_gamma)*r-2*sin(theta)-2
*_Lambda-(-(2/3)/_gamma)}):
DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] [ICosmologicalConstant"] := _Lambda;
DGTable[[14, 8, 3]] ["Comments"] := [];
#####################################################################
#

Chapter 15.1

#####################################################################

DGTable [[15, 12, 0]] : = table 0

:

DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [IPrimaryDescription"] := IEinsteinMaxwell";
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [IPetrovType"] := 1111;#777
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [INullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable [[15, 12, 0]] [IIKillingVectors "] : = [[0, 0, 0, 3], [-cos (x2), 1!xl*sin (x2), 0, 0],
[sin(x2), 1/xl*cos(x2), 0, 0], [0, 1, 0, 0]]:
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [IIsometryDimension"] := "4":
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Or bits"] := [3, "Lorentzian"]:
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Authors"] := [IIGoenner, Stachel(1970) "] ;
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [xl, x2, x3, x4]:
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [" OrthonormalFrame "] := [
[0, 0, 0, 3/(-(18*_m*x3-9*_e-2+3*_Lambda*x3-4)/x3-2)-(1/2)],
[csgn(x3) /x3, 0, 0, 0], [0, 1/ (x3-2*xl-2) - (1/2), 0, 0],
[0, 0, 1/3*3-(1/2)/(-x3-2/(6*_m*x3-3*_e-2+_Lambda*x3-4))-(1/2), 0]]:
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] [ISideConditions"] := []:
DGTable [[15, 12, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "] : = _Lambda;
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_Lambda, _e, _m, _kappaO]:
DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {(2, 2) = x3-2*xl-2,
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(3, 3)

= -3*x3-2/(6*_m*x3-3*_e-2+_Lambda*x3-4),

(4, 4)

=

(1/3)*(6*_m*x3-3*_e-2+_Lambda*x3-4)/x3-2, (1, 1)

DGTable[[15, 12, O]J ["ElectromagneticField"] :=

x3-2}):

Array(1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {

(3, 4)

= _e*2-(1/2)/(x3-2*_kappaO-(1/2)),

(4, 3)

=

-_e*2-(1/2)/(x3-2*_kappaO-(1/2))}):

DGTable[[15, 12, 0]] ["Comments"]

:= ["This corrects a sign error in the metric. "]:

#####################################################################
#

Chapter 15.4

#####################################################################

DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] := table():
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum";
DGTable [[15, 29, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] := "PlaneSymmetric";
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "D";
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[1, 0, 0, 0], [-y, x, 0, 0],
[0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, -1]]:

DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["1sometryDimension"] := "4":
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["O r bits"] := [3, "Lorentzian"]:
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["Authors"] := ["Taub(1951)"] ;
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [x, y, z, t]:
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["Parameters"] := []:
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["O r thonormalFrame"] := [[0, 0, 0, z-(1/4)],
[1/z-(1/2), 0, 0, 0], [0, 1/z-(1/2), 0, 0], [0, 0, z-(1/4), 0]]:
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{(1, 1) = z, (2, 2) = z,
(3, 3) = z-(-1/2), (4, 4) = -z-(-1/2)}):
DGTable [[15, 29, OJ] ["CosmologicalConstant"] : = 0;
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [];
DGTable[[15, 29, 0]] ["Comments"] := [z > 0];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[15, 31, 0]] : = table 0

:

DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Einstein";
DGTable [[15, 31, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] : = "PlaneSymmetric";
DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := II11;#???
DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[0, 0, 0,
(1/2)*(1+1*3-(1/2))-2*2-(1/3)
*sin(_a*z)-2*sin(2*_a*z)-2/«-2*cos(_a*z)*sin(_a*z)-sin(2*_a*z)
+2*sin(2*_a*z)*cos(_a*z)-2)-(4/3)*cos(_a*z)-(2/3))] ,
[-y, x, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0, 0]];

DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["1sometryDimension"] := "4":
DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["O r bits"]

:= [3, "Lorentzian"]:

DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
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DGTable[[15, 31, 0]] ["Authors"J := ["Novotny, Horsky(1974)"J;
DGTable[[15, 31, OJJ ["Coordinates"J

:= [x, y, z, tJ;

DGTable[[15, 31, OJJ ["Parameters"J := [_aJ;
DGTable[[15, 31, OJJ ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [

[0, 0, 0,

(-sin(_a*z))~(1/3)/cos(_a*z)J,

[1/sin(_a*z)~(2/3),

0, 0, OJ, [0, 1/sin(_a*z)-(2/3), 0, OJ,

[0, 0, 1, OJJ;
DGTable[[15, 31, OJJ ["Metric"J := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{(1, 1) = (sinCa*z))-(4/3),
(2, 2)

=

=

(sin(_a*z))-(4/3), (3, 3)

1,

(4, 4) = (cos(_a*z)-2)*(sin(_a*z)-(-2/3))}):
DGTable[[15, 31, OJJ ["SideConditions"J

:= [J;

DGTable [[15, 31, OJ J ["CosmologicalConstant "J

: = (4/3) * _a~2;

#####################################################################
#

Chapter 22.4

#####################################################################

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ := table():
DGTable [[22, 67, OJ J ["PrimaryDescription"J

: = "EinsteinMaxwell";

DGTable [[22, 67, OJ J ["SecondaryDescription"J
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["PetrovType"J :=

"X":

: = "PureRadiation";

#???

DGTable[[22, 67, 0]] ["NullTetrad"J := [J;
DGTable[[22, 67, 0]] ["KillingVectors"J := [[0, 0, 0, 1J, [0, 0, 1, OJJ:
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ["IsometryDimension"J

:= "2":

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["Orbits"J := [2, "Lorentzian"J:
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ["Authors"J

:= ["Singh(1965)"J;

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [rho, t, varphi, zJ:
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["Parameters"J

:= [_kappaOJ:

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [[0, rho-(1/3)/t, 0, OJ,
[rho~(1/3)/t,

0, 0, OJ, [0, 0,

t~(-1/2+(1/2)*5-(1/2))/rho-(1/3),OJ,

[0, 0, 0, t-(-1/2-(1/2)*5-(1/2))/rho-(1/3)JJ;
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["Metric"J := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{(1, 1) = t-2/rho-(2/3),
(3, 3)

= rho~(2/3)*t~(1-5~(1/2)),

(4, 4)

= rho-(2/3)*t-(1+5-(1/2)),

(2, 2) = -t-2/rho-(2/3)}):
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["ElectromagneticField"J := Array(1 .. 4,1 .. 4,{
(1, 2) = 1/3/_kappaO-(1/2)*2-(1/2)*t/rho-(4/3),
(2, 1) =

-1/3/_kappaO~(1/2)*2~(1/2)*t/rho~(4/3)}):

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["CosmologicalConstant"J := 0;
DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["SideConditions"J

:= [J;

DGTable[[22, 67, OJJ ["Comments"J := [J;
#####################################################################
#

Chapter 28

#####################################################################
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OJ J : = table 0 :
OJJ ["PrimaryDescription"J := "Vacuum";
OJ J ["SecondaryDescription"J
"" ;
OJJ ["PetrovType"J := "N";
OJJ ["NullTetrad"J := [J;
OJ J ["KillingVectors"J : = [J: #???
OJJ ["IsometryDimension"J ,= "",
OJJ ["Orbits"J := [J:
OJ] ["Authors"J := [J;
OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [u, v, w, rJ:
OJJ ["Parameters"J := [_P(y, x, u), _alpha(u), _delta(u),
_beta(u), _(conjugate(beta))(u), _m(u)J:
DGTable[[28, 12, OJJ ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [
[0, (1/2)*2~(1/2)*(_alpha(u)*v*w
+_beta(u)*v+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w+_delta(u))/r,

DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,
12,

-(1/2)*2~(1/2)*(_alpha(u)*v*w+_beta(u)*v

+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w+_delta(u))/r, OJ,
[(1/2)*2~(1/2)*(_alpha(u)*v*w+_beta(u)*v
+(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)*w+_delta(u))~(1/2)/(-_alpha(u)~2

*v*w*_delta(u)+_alpha(u)*v*w*_beta(u)
*(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)-_beta(u)*v*_alpha(u)*_delta(u)
+_beta(u)~2*v*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)

-(_(conjugate(beta))) (u) *w*_alpha(u) *_delta(u)
+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)-2*w*_beta(u)-_alpha(u)
*_delta(u)-2+_delta(u)*_beta(u)*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)
+r*(diff(_alpha(u), u))*v*w+r*(diff(_beta(u), u))*v
+r*(diff((_(conjugate(beta)))(u), u))*w
+r*(diff(_delta(u), u)))~(1/2), 0, 0, OJ,
[0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(_alpha(u)*v*w
+_beta(u)*v+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w+_delta(u))/r,
(1/2)*2-(1/2) * (_alpha(u) *v*w+_beta(u)*v
+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w+_delta(u))/r, OJ,
[-((1/2)*I)*2-(1/2)*(_alpha(u)*v*w+_beta(u)*v
+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w
+_delta(u))-(1/2)/(-_alpha(u)-2*v*w*_delta(u)
+_alpha(u)*v*w*_beta(u)*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)
-_beta(u)*v*_alpha(u)*_delta(u)+_beta(u)~2

*v*(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)-(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)
*w*_alpha(u)*_delta(u)+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)-2
*w*_beta(u)-_alpha(u)*_delta(u)-2
+_delta(u)*_beta(u)*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)
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+r*(diff(_alpha(u), u))*v*w+r*(diff(_beta(u), u))*v
+r*(diff((_(conjugate(beta)))(u), u))*w
+r*(diff(_delta(u), u)))-(1/2), 0, 0,
-I*(-_alpha(u)-2*v*w*_delta(u)
+_alpha(u)*v*w*_beta(u)*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)
-_beta(u)*v*_alpha(u)*_delta(u)+_beta(u)-2
*v*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)
-(_(conjugate(beta))) (u) *w*_alpha(u) *_delta(u)
+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)-2*w*_beta(u)
-_alpha(u)*_delta(u)-2+_delta(u)*_beta(u)
*(_(conjugate(beta)))(u)+r*(diff(_alpha(u), u))*v*w
+r*(diff(_beta(u), u))*v+r*(diff((_(conjugate(beta)))(u), u))*w
+r*(diff(_delta(u), u)))-(1/2)*2-(1/2)/(_alpha(u)*v*w+_beta(u)*v
+(_(conjugate(beta))) (u)*w+_delta(u))-(1/2)]] ;
DGTable[[28, 12, 0]] ["Metric"] := ArrayC1 " 4, 1 .. 4, {
(1, 1) = 2 * (-_alpha(u)-2 * v * w * _delta(u)
+ _alpha(u) * v * w * _beta(u) * _(conjugate(beta))(u)
- _beta(u) * v * _alpha(u) * _delta(u) + _beta(u)-2
* v * _(conjugate(beta))(u) - _(conjugate(beta))(u)
* w * _alpha(u) * _delta(u) + _(conjugate(beta)) (u)-2
* w * _beta(u) - _alpha(u) * _delta(u)-2
+ _delta(u) * _beta(u) * _(conjugate(beta))(u)
+ r * (diff(_alpha(u), u)) * v * w + r * (diff(_beta(u), u))
* v + r * (diff(_(conjugate(beta))(u), u)) * w
+ r * (diff(_delta(u), u)))/(_alpha(u) * v * w + _beta(u)
* v + _(conjugate(beta))(u) * w + _delta(u)), (1, 4) = -1,
(2, 3) = r-2/(_alpha(u) * v * w + _beta(u) * v
+ _(conjugate(beta))(u) * w + _delta(u))-2,
(3, 2) = r-2/(_alpha(u) * v * w + _beta(u) * v
+ _(conjugate(beta))(u) * w + _delta(u))-2,
(4, 1) = -1}):

DGTable[[28, 12, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := 0;
DGTable[[28, 12, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [](y, x, u) = _alpha(u) * v * w
+ _beta(u) * v + _(conjugate(beta))(u) * w + _delta(u), _m(u) = 0];
DGTable[[28, 12, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Type N Robinson Trautman solution"];
#####################################################################

DGTable [[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

16,
16,
16,
16,
16,

0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]

: = table 0 :
["PrimaryDescription"] : = "Vacuum";
["SecondaryDescription"]
"";
["PetrovType"] ,= "III";
["NullTetrad"] ,= [];
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DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[-u, 2*v, 2*w, r], [-1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 1, -1, 0]]:
DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["IsometryDimension"] .= "3":
DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["Orbits"]

:= []:

DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["Authors"] := [];
DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [u, v, w, r]:
DGTable[[28, 16, O]J ["Parameters"] := [_m(u), _P(v,w,u)]:
DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [[0, 0/2)*2-0/2)*(v+w)-(3/2)/r,
-(1/2)*2-(1/2)*(v+w)-(3/2)/r, 0], [(1/3)*3-(1/2)/(v+w)-(1/2), 0, 0, 0],
[0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(v+w)-(3/2)/r, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(v+w)-(3/2)/r, 0],

[(1/3)*3-(1/2)/(-v-w)-(1/2), 0, 0, -3-(1/2)*(-v-w)-(1/2)]]:
DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["Metric"] := ArrayO .. 4, 1 .. 4, (C1, 1) = 3 * v + 3 * w, 0, 4)
(2, 3) = r-2/(v + w)-3, (3, 2) = r-2/(v + w)-3, (4, 1) = -1}):
DGTable [[28, 16, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "]

: = 0; #???

DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["SideConditions"] := [_P(v,w,u) = (v + w)-(3/(2)), _m(u)

0];

DGTable[[28, 16, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Type III Robinson Trautman solution,
Bianchi type VI metric"];
#####################################################################
DGTable [[28, 17, 0]]

: = table 0

:

DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum";
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["SecondaryDescription"] .= "";
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["PetrovType"] := "III";
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["NullTetrad"] := [];
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["KillingVectors"] := [[-1, 0, 1, 0], [0, 1, -1, 0]]:
DGTable[[28, 17,0]] ["IsometryDimension"] .= "2":
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["Orbits"] := []:
DGTable[[28, 17,0]] ["Authors"] := [];
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["Coordinates"] := [u, v, w, r]:
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["Parameters"] := [_m(u), _P(y, x, u)]:
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] ;= [[0, 0/2)*2-(1!2)*(w+v+u)-(3/2)/r,
-(1/2)*2-(1/2)*(w+v+u)-(3/2)/r, 0], [(1/3)*3-(1/2)*(w+v+u)-(1/2)/(w-2
+2*w*v+2*w*u+v-2+2*v*u+u-2+r)-(1/2), 0, 0, 0],
[0, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(w+v+u)-(3/2)/r, (1/2)*2-(1/2)*(w+v+u)-(3/2)/r, 0],

[-((1/3)*I)*3-(1/2)*(w+v+u)-(1/2)/(w-2+2*w*v+2*w*u+v-2+2*v*u+u-2+r)-(1/2),

0, 0, -I*(w-2+2*w*v+2*w*u+v-2+2*v*u+u-2+r)-(1/2)*3-(1/2)/(w+v+u)-(1/2)]]:
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["Metric"]:= ArrayC1 "

4, 1 .. 4, (C1, 1)

3 * (w-2 + 2 * w * v

+ 2 * w * u + v-2 + 2 * v * u + u-2 + r)/(w + v + u), (1, 4) = -1,
(2, 3) = r-2/(w + v + u)-3, (3, 2) = r-2/(w + v + u)-3, (4, 1) = -1}):
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := O;#???
DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["SideConditions"]

:= [_P(y, x, u) = (x + y + u)-(3/(2)), _m(u) = 0];

DGTable[[28, 17, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Type III (diverging, non-twisting)
Robinson Trautman solution"];
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-1,

#####################################################################
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

21,
21,
21,
21,
21,
21,

DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable [[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

24,
24,
24,
24,
24,
24,
24,
24,

OJJ := table():#777 Replaced _Cl with _(Cl)
OJ] ["PrimaryDescription"J := "Vacuum";
OJ J ["SecondaryDescription"J . = "";
OJJ ["PetrovType"J := "D";
OJ] ["NullTetrad"J := [J;
OJJ ["KillingVectors"J := [[-1, 0, 0, OJ, [0, C1/8)*v-2, C1/4)/_K, OJ,
[0, (1/4)*v, -(1/4)*w, OJ,
[0, 1/4, (1/8)*_K*w-2, OJJ:
DGTable [ [28, 21, OJJ ["IsometryDimension"J .= "4":
DGTable [ [28, 21, OJJ["Orbits"J := [J:
DGTable [ [28, 21, OJ] ["Authors"J := [J;
DGTable [ [28, 21, OJJ ["Coordinates"J := [u, v, w, rJ:
DGTable [[28, 21, OJJ ["Parameters"J := [_K, _m(u), _(Cl), _P(v, w, u)J:
DGTable [[28, 21, OJ] ["OrthonormalFrame"J := [
[0, (1/4)*2-(1/2)/(r-2/(2+_K*w*v)-2)-(1/2),
-(1/4)*2-(1/2)/(r-2/(2+_K*w*v)-2)-(1/2), OJ,
[1/«-_K*r+2*_(Cl))/r)-(1/2), 0, 0, OJ,
[0, (1/4)*2-(1/2)/(r-2/(2+_K*w*v)-2)-(1/2),
(1/4)*2-(1/2)/(r-2/(2+_K*w*v)-2)-(1/2), OJ,
[r/«-r/(-_K*r+2*_(Cl)))-(1/2)*(-_K*r+2*_(Cl))),
0, 0, 1/(-r/(-_K*r+2*_(Cl)))-(1/2)JJ:
DGTable[[28, 21, OJJ ["Metric"J := ArrayC1 .. 4, 1 .. 4, {
(1, l)
-CK * r-2 * _(Cl))/r, C1, 4) = -1,
(2, 3) = 4 * r-2/(2 + _K * w * v)-2,
(3, 2) = 4 * r-2/(2 + _K * w * v)-2, (4, 1)
-1}):
DGTable[[28, 21, OJJ ["CosmologicalConstant"J := 0;#777
DGTable[[28, 21, OJJ ["SideConditions"J := [_P(v, w, u) = (2 + _K * v * w)/(2),
_m(u) = _(Cl)J;
DGTable[[28, 21, OJJ ["Comments"J := ["Type D Robinson Trautman solution;
Cl is an arbitrary constant, K = 0, +/-1; K = 0 corresponds to
Schwarzschild solution, K = 0 to Kasner metric"J ;
#####################################################################
OJJ
OJ]
OJ]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]

:= table():
["PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum";
["SecondaryDescription"] . = "";
["PetrovType"] := "D";
["NullTetrad"] := [];
["KillingVectors"] := [[-1, 0, 0, OJ, [0, -1, 0, 0]]:
["IsometryDimension"]
"2":
["Orbits"] := []:
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DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

DGTable[[28,

DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

24,
24,
24,
24,

0]] ["Authors"] := [];
0]] ["Coordinates"] := [u, y, n, r];
0]] ["Parameters"] := [_b, _c, _P(n)]:
0]] ["OrthonormalFrame"] := [
[-r/((-r/(-6*n-2*r-2+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2))-(1/2)
*(-6*n-2*r-2+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2)), 0,
-r*(-2*n-3+_b*n+_c)/((-r/(-6*n-2*r-2
+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2))-(1/2)*(-6*n-2*r-2+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2)),
1/(-r/(-6*n-2*r-2+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2))-(1/2)], [1/((-2*n-3*r-3
+6*n-2*r-2-6*n*r+2+_b*r-3*n-_b*r-2+_c*r-3)/r)-(1/2), 0, 0, 0],
[0, 1/(r-2*(-2*n-3+_b*n+_c))-(1/2), 0, 0],
[r-3/((-r-2*(-6*n-2*r-2+6*n*r-2+_b*r-2)/((-2*n-3+_b*n+_c)*(-2*n-3*r-3
+6*n-2*r-2-6*n*r+2+_b*r-3*n-_b*r-2+_c*r-3)))-(1/2) *(-2*n"3*r-3
+6*n"2*r"2-6*n*r+2+_b*r-3*n-_b*r"2+_c*r-3)), 0, 1/(-r-2*(-6*n-2*r-2
+6*n*r-2+_b*r"2)/((-2*n"3+_b*n+_c) * (-2*n-3*r"3+6*n-2*r-2-6*n*r+2
+_b*r-3*n-_b*r-2+_c*r"3))) "(1/2) , 0]]:
24, 0]] ["Metric"] := Array(1 ., 4, 1 ,. 4, {(1, 3) = -r-2, (1, 4) = -1,
(2, 2)
-r-2 * (2 * n-3 - _b * n - _c), (3, 1) = -r-2,
(3, 3)
-r-2/(2 * n-3 - _b * n - _c), (4, 1) = -1,
(1, 1)
- (2 * n-3 * r-3 - 6 * n-2 * r"2
+ 6 * n * r - 2 - _b * r"3 * n + _b * r"2 - _c * r-3)/r})~
24, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant"] := o;#???
24, 0]] ["SideConditions"] ;= [_pen) = sqrt(1/(-2 * n-(3) + _b * n + 3)),
dn/ds = 1/(_(P(n)))-2, s = x + u];
24, 0]] ["Comments"] := ["Type D Robinson Trautman solution;
b and c are arbitrary constants"];

#####################################################################

DGTable [ [28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,
DGTable[[28,

25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,
25,

0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]
0]]

: = table () :
["PrimaryDescription"] := "Vacuum";
["SecondaryDescription"] .= "";
["PetrovType"] ;= "D";
["NullTetrad"] := [];
["KillingVectors"] := [] :#??? Multiple solution sets found
["IsometryDimension"] ,= "".
["Orbits"] := []:
["Authors"] := [];
["Coordinates"] := [u, v, w, r];
["Parameters"] := [_m(u), _P(v, w, u)]:
["OrthonormalFrame"] := []:
["Metric"] := Array(l " 4, 1 ., 4, {

(1, 1) = (1/2)*(3 * r * w + 3 * r * v + 3 * r * u + 3
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*

r~2

* (w + v +

+ (w + v +

u)~(1/2)

u)~(1/2)

+ (w + v +

u)~(1/2)

* w

* v + (w + v + u)-(1/2)

* u)/«w + v + u)-(3/2) * r),
(1, 4) = -1, (2, 3) = r-2/(w + v +
(3, 2)

= r-2/(w

DGTable [[28, 25, OJ J ["CosmologicalConstant IIJ
DGTable[[28, 25, OJJ [ISideConditions"J
m(u)

=

1/4, _b

u)~(3/2),

+ v + u)-(3/2), (4, 1)

=

0, _c

-1}):

[_P(v,w,u) = (v + w + u)-(3/4),

:=
=

=

: = 0; #???

OJ;

DGTable[[28, 25, OJJ [IComments"J := [IIType D Robinson Trautman solution;

b

c = O"J;

#####################################################################

DGTable[[28, 26, OJJ := table():
DGTable[[28, 26, OJJ [IPrimaryDescription"J := "Vacuum";
DGTable[[28, 26, OJJ [ISecondaryDescription"J

.=

1111;

DGTable[[28, 26, OJJ [IPetrovType"J := "II";
DGTable[[28, 26, oJJ [INullTetrad"J := [J;
DGTable[[28, 26, OJJ [IKillingVectors"J

:= [[0, 0, 0, 2*_C2/rJ, [-1, 0, 0, OJ,

[0, 1, -1, OJJ:
DGTable [[28, 26, OJ J [IIsometryDimension"J

. = "3": #???

DGTable[[28. 26, OJJ ["Or bits"] := []:
DGTable[[28, 26, 0]] ["Authors"] := [];
DGTable[[28, 26, 0]] ["Coordinates"]
DGTable[[28. 26, 0]] ["Parameters"]

:= [u, v. w, r]:
:= [_P(v, w, u), _m(u) , _C1]:

DGTable[[28. 26, 0]] [IOr thonormalFrame"] := []:
DGTable[[28, 26, 0]] ["Metric"] := ArrayO .. 4, 1 .. 4, {(4, 1) = -1,
(1, 1)

=

(3 * r * v + 3 * r * w + 2 * _C1)/r, (1, 4)

(2, 3)

=

r-2/(v + w)-3, (3, 2)

DGTable [[28, 26, 0]] ["CosmologicalConstant "]
DGTable[[28, 26,0]] [ISideConditions"]

:=

=

= -1,

r-2/(v + w)-3}):

: = 0; #???

[_P(v. w, u)

=

(v + w)-(3/2), _m(u)

DGTable[[28. 26, 0]] ["Comments"] := [IIType II Robinson Trautman solution"];
#####################################################################

end module:
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_C1];

ApPENDIX

B. VERIFICATION PROGRAM CODE: STEPHANI SOLUTION CHECKING SERIES

The code for each procedure in the Stephani series is given below.
B.lo StephaniSolutionCheck.
StephaniSolutionCheck := proc(index)
local g, HO, EO, CO, C1, ET, L, coords, E, F, mu, u, RO, side, p;
side := LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] [ISideConditions"];
coords:= LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["Coordinates"];
DGsetup(coords, M);
i f LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] [IPrimaryDescription"] =

"Vacuum" then
g : = convert (LibraryTable [" Stephani ", 1]: -DGTable [index] ["Metric "] ,
DGtensor, [[" cov_bas", "cov_bas"], []]);
EO := EinsteinTensor(g);
elif LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] [IPrimaryDescription"] = "Einstein" then
g ,= convert(LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["Metric"] ,
DGtensor, [[" cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [J]);
L

evalDG(LibraryTable [" Stephani ", 1]: -DGTable [index]
[" CosmologicalConstant "]

* Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
E := EinsteinTensor(g);
EO := evalDG(E + L);
elif LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index]
[IPrimaryDescription"] = IEinsteinMaxyell" then
g, F "= convert(LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["Metric"],
DGtensor, [[llcov_bas", " COV _basil] , []]) ,
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]:
DGTable[index] [IElectromagneticField"],
DGtensor, [[" cov_bas", " cov_bas"], []]);
E ,= EinsteinTensor(g);
L ,= evaIDG(LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index]
[ICosmologicaIConstant"] * Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
ET .= EnergyMomentumTensor(IElectromagnetic", g, F);
EO .= evalDG(E +L - _kappaO*ET);
elif LibraryTable[IStephani", l]:-DGTable[index]
[IPrimaryDescription"] = IPureRadiation" then
g:= convert(LibraryTable[IStephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["Metric"],
DGtensor, [[" cov_bas", "cov_bas"], []]);
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E := EinsteinTensor(g);
ET := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["EnergyMomentumTensor"J, DGtensor, [["con_bas", "con_bas"J, [J J) ;
L ,= evalDG(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["CosmologicalConstant"J * Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
EO := evalDG(E + L - _kappaO*ET);
elif LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1J: -DGTable [indexJ
["PrimaryDescription"J = "Dust" then
g ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["Metric"], DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"]'[JJ);
E
EinsteinTensor(g);
L ,= evalDG(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["CosmologicalConstant"J * Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
mu := LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["EnergyDensity"J;
u := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["FourVector"J, DGtensor, [["con_bas"J,[JJ);
ET
Tensor:-EnergyMomentumTensor("Dust", g, u, mu);
EO
evalDG(E + L - _kappaO*ET);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J = "Fluid" then
g
E
L

convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1J: -DGTable [indexJ ["Metric"J ,
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"J,[JJ);

EinsteinTensor(g);
evalDG(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["CosmologicalConstant"J * Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
mu := LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["EnergyDensity"J;
,=

u := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ
["FourVector"J, DGtensor, [["con_bas"J, [J J);
p := «LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[index] ["Pressure"J) - 1) * mu;
ET
Tensor:-EnergyMomentumTensor("Fluid", g, u, mu, p);
EO := evalDG(E + L - _kappaO*ET);
fi;
CO
C1

,=
,=

Tools:-DGinfo(EO, "CoefficientSet");
simplify(CO, side);

if C1 = {a} then 'true'
else 'false'
fi;
end:
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B.2. StephaniEquationCheck.
StephaniEqnCheck := proc(index)
local T, side, coords, g, HO, L, E, EL, F, S, R, R1, mu, u, i, A, B, C, D;
side := LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J;
coords : = LibraryTable [" Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [indexJ ["Coordinates "J ;
DGsetup(coords, M);
if

LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"J
return ( 'true' ) ;

"Vacuum" then

elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"J = "Einstein" then
g

convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [J J) ;
HO := Tensor:-Christoffel(g);
L := evalDG(LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["CosmologicalConstant"J
* Tensor:-InverseMetric(g));
E := Tensor:-CovariantDerivative(L, HO);
EL := Tensor:-Contractlndices(E, [[1,3JJ)
:=

elif LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J
"EinsteinMaxwell" then
g, F 0= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [JJ),
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J:
DGTable[indexJ ["ElectromagneticField"J,
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"J , [J J) ;
EL 0= Tensor:-ExternalFieldEquations("Electromagnetic", g, F);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J
"PureRadiation" then
g := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"J , [J J) ;
HO := Christoffel(g);
S := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J:
DGTable[indexJ ["EnergyMomentumTensor"J, Matrix);
R := LinearAlgebra:-Rank(S);
R1 := 1 - R;
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EL

,=

Tensor:-Contractlndices(CovariantDerivative(
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]:
DGTable[index] ["EnergyMomentumTensor"],
DGtensor, [["con_bas", "con_bas"], []]), HO), [[1,3]]), Rl;

elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"] = "Dust" or
LibraryTable["Stephani", l]:-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"] = "Fluid" then
g ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1];-DGTable[index] ["Metric"],
DGtensor, [["cov_bas", "cov_bas"], [J]);
mu := LibraryTable["Stephani" , l]:-DGTable[index] ["EnergyDensity"];
u := convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", l];-DGTable[index] ["FourVector"],
DGtensor, [["con_bas"], []]);
i f LibraryTable["Stephani", 1] :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"] = "Dust" then

E := Tensor:-ExternalFieldEquations("Dust", g, u, mu);
EL := E[l], E[2];
elif LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [index] ["PrimaryDescription"]

"Fluid" then

E := Tensor:-ExternalFieldEquations("Dust", g, u, mu);
EL : = 0, E [2] ;
fi;
fi;
for i in [EL] do
if nops([EL]) > 1 then
i f Tools:-DGinfo(i, "ObjectType")

A

"DGscalar" then

,= i;

B ,= 0',

C '= is (A = B) ;
elif Tools;-DGinfo(i, "ObjectType") = "tensor" then

Tools:-DGinfo(i, "CoefficientSet");

A

B ,= {a};

D

,=

is (A = B);

fi;
[C,D, LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [index] ["PrimaryDescription"]]
else
i f Tools:-DGinfo(i, "ObjectType")

A

:= i;
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"DGscalar" then

B

0=

0;

C
is (A = B);
elif Tools:-DGinfo(i, "ObjectType") = "tensor" then
A 0= Tools:-DGinfo(i, "CoefficientSet");
B

{O};

C 0= is (A = B);
fi;
[C, LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"JJ
fi;
od;
end:
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B.3, StephaniParameterCheck.
StephaniParameterCheck
local T, A, B, C, E;

,=

proc(index)

if LibraryTable["Stephani", 1]:-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J = "Vacuum" then
A := indets([LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["CosmologicalConstant"JJ, name);
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Coordinates"J, set);
B
C
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [indexJ ["Parameters"J, set);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J = "PureRadiation" then
A ;= indets([LibraryTable["Stephani",1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["EnergyMomentumTensor"J,
LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [indexJ ["CosmologicalConstant "]]) ;
B ,= convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Coordinates"], set);
C ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Parameters"J, set);
elif LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J = "Einstein" then
A ;= indets([LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[index] ["Metric"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["CosmologicalConstant"JJ, name);
B ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Coordinates"J, set);
C ,= convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["Parameters"J, set);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["PrimaryDescription"J = "EinsteinMaxW'ell" then
A ;= indets( [LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Metric"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["ElectromagneticField"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1] :-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["CosmologicalConstant"]J, name);
B ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Coordinates"J, set);
C . = convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", n; -DGTable [indexJ ["Parameters"J, set);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J ;-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"J = "Dust" then
A ; = indets ( [LibraryTable [" Stephani", 1J; -DGTable [index] ["Metric "J ,
LibraryTable ["Stephani", n; -DGTable [index] ["FourVector"J ,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[indexJ ["SideConditions"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["EnergyDensity"J,
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[index] ["CosmologicalConstant"J], name);
B ,= convert(LibraryTable["Stephani", 1J ;-DGTable[indexJ ["Coordinates"J, set);
C
convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1J: -DGTable [indexJ ["Parameters"J, set);
elif LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1J :-DGTable[index] ["PrimaryDescription"] = "Fluid" then
A : = indets ( [LibraryTable [" Stephani", 1J: -DGTable [indexJ ["Metric "J ,
LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1J: -DGTable [indexJ ["FourVector"J ,
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LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1] :-DGTable[index] ["SideConditions"],
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1] :-DGTable[index] ["Pressure"],
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1] :-DGTable[index] ["EnergyDensity"],
LibraryTable["Stephani" , 1] :-DGTable[index] ["CosmologicaIConstant"]], name);
B :; convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [index] ["Coordinates"], set);
C .; convert (LibraryTable ["Stephani", 1]: -DGTable [index] ["Parameters"], set);
fi;
E :; A minus B;

if (E ; C) then 'true'
else ['false', E, C]
fi;
end:
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ApPENDIX C. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE CODE

The code for the GUI is given.

C.l. StephaniSearch.
#####################################################################
DataOut := proc(outcomes)
local outcomelist, PDlist, SDlist, PetrovList, SegreList, IsometryList,
OrbitTypeList, OrbitDimensionList, IsotropyList, out;
PDlist . = []:
#Primary Description headings
i f outcomes [1]

PDlist

= true then
.= [op(PDlist) , "PrimaryDescription"

"Dust"] ;

fi;
i f outcomes [2]

PDlist

= true then
[op(PDlist) , "PrimaryDescription"

"Einstein"];

fi;
i f outcomes [3]

= true then

PDlist

[op(PDlist) , "PrimaryDescription"

"PureRadiation"] ;

i f outcomes [4]

= true then
.= [op(PDlist) , "PrimaryDescription"

"Vacuum"] ;

= true then
.= [op(PDlist) , "PrimaryDescription"

"EinsteinMaxwell"] ;

fi;
PDlist
fi;
i f outcomes [5]

PDlist
fi;

#Secondary Description headings
SDlist : = []:
i f outcomes [6]

SDlist

true then

.= [op(SDlist) , "SecondaryDescription"

"Homogeneous"] ;

fi;

= true then
SDlist .= [op(SDlist) , "SecondaryDescription"

i f outcomes [7]

"PlaneSymmetric"] ;

fi;
if outcomes[8] = true then
SDlist . = [op(SDlist), "SecondaryDescription"
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"PureRadiation"] ;

fi;
if outcomes[9] = true then
SDlist
[op(SDlist), "SecondaryDescription"

"FRW-Fluid"];

ii;

#Petrov Types
PetrovList := []:
if outcomes[10] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"
fi;
if outcomes[ll] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"

"IIIJ ;

"II"] ;

fi;
if outcomes[12] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"

"III"] ;

fi;
if outcomes[13] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"

"0"] ;

fi;
if outcomes[14] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"

"N II ]

fi;
if outcomes[15] = true then
PetrovList := [op(PetrovList), "PetrovType"

"0"] ;

fi;
#Segre Types
SegreList : = []:
if outcomes[16] = true then
SegreList

,=

Cop (SegreList) , "SegreType"

"all] ;

fi;
if

outcomes [17]
SegreList

true then
,=

[op(SegreList) , "SegreType"

"b"] ;

outcomes [18]
true then
SegreList
Cop (SegreList) , "SegreType"

"e ll] ;

fi;
if

fi;
if

outcomes [19]

true then
SegreList ,= Cop (SegreList) , "SegreType" = lid"] ;
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;

fi;

i f outcomes [20J

true then

SegreList

[op(SegreList), "SegreType"

fi;

if outcomes[21J

true then

SegreList .- [op(SegreList), "SegreType"

"f"J;

fi;

#Isometry Dimensions
IsometryList := [J:
if outcomes[22J = true then
IsometryList := [opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"
fi;
if outcomes[23J = true then
IsometryList .= [opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"

"2"J;

fi;
if outcomes[24J = true then
IsometryList

[opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"

"3 11 ]

;

fi;
if outcomes[25J = true then
IsometryList := [opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"

"4"J;

fi;
if outcomes[26J = true then
IsometryList := [opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"
fi;
if outcomes[27J = true then
IsometryList := [opCIsometryList), "IsometryDimension"

"6"J;

fi;
# Orbit Type
OrbitTypeList := [J:
if outcomes[28J = true then
OrbitTypeList := [op(OrbitTypeList), "Orbits" = [1, "Null"J, "Orbits" = [2, "Null"J,
"Orbits"

[3, "Null"J, "Orbits" = [4, "Null"J, "Orbits" = [5, "Null"J,

"Orbits"

[6, "Null"JJ;

fi;
if outcomes[29J = true then
OrbitTypeList := [opCOrbitTypeList), "Orbits" = [1, "Lorentzian"J,
"Orbits"

=

[2, "Lorentzian"J, "Orbits"

=

[3, "Lorentzian"J,
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"Orbits"

[4, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits"

"Orbits"

[6, "Lorentzian"]];

[5, "Lorentzian"],

fi;
if outcomes[30] = true then
OrbitTypeList := [op(OrbitTypeList), "Orbits" = [1, "Riemannian"],
"Orbits"

[2, "Riemannian"], "Orbits"

[3, "Riemannian"],

"Orbits"

[4, "Riemannian"], "Orbits"

[5, "Riemannian"],

"Orbits"

[6, "Riemannian"]];

fi;
#Orbit Dimension
OrbitDimensionList := []:
if outcomes[31] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(OrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [1, "Null"],
"Orbits" = [1, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [1, "Riemannian"]];
fi;
if outcomes[32] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(DrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [2, "Null"],
"Orbits" = [2, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [2, "Riemannian"]];
fi;
if outcomes[33] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(OrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [3, "Null"],
"Orbits" = [3, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [3, "Riemannian"]];
fi;
if outcomes[34] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(DrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [4, "Null"],
"Orbits" = [4, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [4, "Riemannian"]];
fi;
if outcomes[35] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(OrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [5, "Null"],
"Orbits"

=

[5, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits"

=

[5, "Riemannian"]];

fi;
if outcomes[36] = true then
OrbitDimensionList := [op(DrbitDimensionList), "Orbits" = [6, "Null"],
"Orbits" = [6, "Lorentzian"], "Orbits" = [6, "Riemannian"]];
fi;
#Isotropy Dimension
IsotropyList

.= []:
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if outcomes[37] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;
if outcomes[38] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;
if outcomes[39] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;
if outcomes[40] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;
if outcomes[41] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;
if outcomes[42] = true then
IsotropyList := [op(IsotropyList), []];
fi;

out := DataSearch(op(PDlist), op(SDlist), op(PetrovList), op(SegreList),
op(IsometryList), op(OrbitTypeList), op(OrbitDimensionList));
end:
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C.2. DataSearch.
#####################################################################

DataSearch ;= proc(keywordequation)
local ans, Indx, ind, T, i, ans1, ans2, ans3, ans4, ans5, ans6, ans7, anslist,
S1, S2, S, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, SF, SN, SF1;
ans1 ,= [] :
ans2 ,= [] :
ans3

[]

;

ans4

[]

;

[]

;

ans5
ans6

.= [] :

ans7 .= [] :
Indx .= Library;-BrolJse("Stephani", 1);
for i in _passed do
if lhs(i) = "PrimaryDescription" then
for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, ind);
if T[lhs(i)] = rhs(i) then
ans1 := [op(ans1), ind];
fi;
od;
elif lhs (i) = "SecondaryDescription" then
for ind in Indx do
T ;= Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, ind);
if T[lhs(i)] = rhs(i) then
ans2

.=

[op(ans2), ind];

fi;

od;
elif lhs(i) = "PetrovType" then
for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, ind);
if T[lhs(i)] = rhs(i) then
ans3

.=

[op(ans3), ind];

fi;
od;
elif lhs(i) = "SegreType" then
for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, ind);
if T[lhs(i)] = rhs(i) then
ans4 ,= [op(ans4), ind];
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fi;
od;
elif lhs(i) = "IsometryDimension" then
for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve("Stephani", 1 , ind);
if T [lhs (i)] = rhs(i) then
ans5

,=

[op(ans5) , ind] ;

fi;
od;
elif lhs(i)

=

"Orbits" then

for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve("Stephani", 1 , ind);
if T [lhs (i)] = rhs(i) then
ans6

,=

[op(ans6), ind] ;

fi;
od;
elif lhs(i)

= "IsotropyDimension" then
for ind in Indx do
T := Retrieve ("Stephani" , 1, ind);

if T[lhs(i)] = rhs(i) then
ans7

[op(ans7), ind];

fi;
od;
fi;

od;
if ans1 = [] or ans2 = [] or ans3 = [] or ans4 = [] or ans5
if ans1 = [] and ans2 = [] and ans3 = [] and ans4 =
ans5

= []

and ans6

= []

and ans7

= []

= []
[]

then

SF : = [];
else
anslist "= [ans1, ans2, ans3, ans4, ans5, ans6, ans7];
SN : = []:
for i in anslist do
if i <> [] then
SN

,=

[op(SN), convert(i, set)];

fi;

od;
SF1 ,= 'intersect'(op(SN));
SF := convert(SF1, list);
fi;
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or ans6

and

[] or ans7

[] then

else
Sl .= convert (ansl, set) ;
S2 .= convert (ans2 , set) ;
S3 .= convert (ans3, set) ;
S4 .= convert (ans4, set) ;
S5 ,= convert (ans5, set) ;
convert (ans6 , set) ;
S6
S7 .- convert (ans7, set) ;
SFl .= 'intersect'(Sl, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S?) ;
SF := convert(SF1, list);
fi;
SF;
end:
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C.3. StephaniSearch.
#####################################################################

StephaniSearch := proc()
Maplets[Display] (Maplet('onstartup'

'AWl', Window ['WDW1'] ('title'

"Database Search",

[
[

GridLayout('caption'

=

"Physical Properties" ,'border'

=

'true', 'inset'

3,

'valign' = 'center',
GridRow("Primary Description:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left',

)

GridCell(CheckBox['PD1'] ('caption'

"Dust"), 'halign' = 'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['PD2'] ('caption'

"Einstein"), 'halign' = 'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox ['PD3'] (, caption'

"Pure Radiation"), 'halign' = , left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['PD4'] ('caption'

"Vacuum"), 'halign' = 'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['PD5'] ('caption'

"Einstein-Maxwell"), 'halign'

'left')

,
GridRow("Secondary Description:", GridCellO, , halign , = 'left',
GridCell (CheckBox [' SD1'] (' caption'

"Homogeneous"), 'halign' = ' left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox [' SD2'] (' caption'

"Plane Symmetric"), 'halign' = , left'),

GridCell(CheckBox ['SD3'] (' caption'

"Pure Radiation"), 'halign' = , left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox ['SD4'] (' caption'

"FRW-Fluid"), 'halign' = 'left')

)

)],

GridLayout (' caption' = "Algebraic Properties", 'border' = 'true', ' inset'
'valign'

=

'center', 'halign'

=

'full',

GridRow("Petrov Type:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left',

)

GridCell (CheckBox [' PTl '] ( , caption'

"I"),' halign' = 'left'),

GridCell (CheckBox ['PT2'] (' caption'

"II"), 'halign' = , left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['PT3'] ('caption'

"III"), 'halign' = 'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['PT4'] ('caption'

"D"), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['PT5'] ('caption'

"N"), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['PT6'] ('caption'

"0"), 'halign'

'left')

,

GridRow("Segre Type:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left',
GridCell(CheckBox['ST1'] ('caption'

"a"), 'halign'

GridCell(CheckBox['ST2'] ('caption'

"b"), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['ST3'] ('caption'

"c"), 'halign'

'left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['ST4'] ('caption'

"d"), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['ST5'] ('caption'

"e"), 'halign'

'left') ,
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'left') ,

3,

GridCell(CheckBox['ST6'] ('caption'
)

"f"), 'halign'

'left')

,
GridRow("Isometry Dimension:", GridCellO, 'halign' = , left' ,
GridCell(CheckBox [' ID1'] (' caption'

"1",' enabled'

, true'), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell( CheckBox [' ID2'] ( , caption'

"2",' enabled'

'true' ), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['ID3'] ('caption'

"3", 'enabled'

'true'), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['ID4'] ('caption'

"4", 'enabled'

'true'), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox [' ID5'] (' caption'

"5", 'enabled'

'true'), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['ID6'] ('caption'

"6", 'enabled'

'true'), 'halign'

'left')

)

)],
[

GridLayout (' caption' = "Group Properties", 'border'
'valign'

=

'center','halign'

=

'true' , , inset'

3,

'full',

GridRow("Orbit Type:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left',

)

=

'true'), 'halign'

=

GridCell(CheckBox['OT1'] ('caption'

"Null", 'enabled'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox ['OT2'] (' caption'

"Lorentzian",' enabled'

, true'), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox ['OT3'] (' caption'

"Riemannian",' enabled'

, true'), 'halign'

, left')

,
GridRow("Orbit Dimension:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left' ,
111 11 , 'enabled'
GridCell(CheckBox['OD1'] ('caption'
'false') , 'halign' = 'left'),
GridCell(CheckBox['OD2'] ('caption'

112 11

,

'enabled'

'true') , 'halign'

'left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox['OD3'] ('caption'
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,

'enabled'

'true') , 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['OD4'] ('caption'

"4", 'enabled'

'true') , 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['OD5'] ('caption'

"5", 'enabled'

'true'), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox['OD6'] ('caption'

116 11

'false') , 'halign' = 'left')

11

,

'enabled'

),

GridRow("Isotropy Dimension:", GridCellO, 'halign' = 'left',
GridCell( CheckBox [ , IT1 '] ( , caption'

" 1", ' enabled'

, false' ), ' halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT2'] (' caption'

"2", 'enabled'

'false'), 'halign'

'left'),

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT3'] (' caption'

"3", 'enabled'

, false'), 'halign'

'left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT4'] (' caption'

"4", 'enabled'

, false'), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT5'] (' caption'

"5",' enabled'

, false'), 'halign'

, left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT6'] (' caption'

"6",' enabled'

, false'), 'halign'

'left'),

, false'),

'left') ,

GridCell(CheckBox [' IT7'] (' caption'
GridCell(CheckBox [' IT10'] ( , caption'

"7",' enabled'
=

"10", ' enabled'

=

'halign'

'false'), ' halign' = 'left')

)

)],

[(Button("Search", 'font' = Font("Times", bold), 'onclick' = 'A6'), 'halign' = 'left',
Button("Clear", 'font' = Font("Times"), 'onclick' = 'A5'), 'halign' = 'left'
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]

,
'border'

]

'true', 'caption'

"Results", TextBox ['TE1'] (' editable'

'false', 4 .. 45)

,

[(
Button("OK", 'fo nt' = Font("Times") , Shutdown(['TB1'])), 'halign' = 'left',
Button("Cancel", 'font' = Font ("Times") ,ShutdownO), 'halign' = 'l eft'
)]

n,
Action['AW1'](RunWindow('WDW1')),
Action['AM4'](Shutdown(['TB1'])),
Action['A5'] (
SetOption('target'
'PD1' ,
SetOption('target'
'PD2' ,
SetOption('target'
'PD3' ,
SetOption('target'
'PD4' ,
SetOption('target'
'PD5' ,
SetOption('target'
'SD1' ,
SetOption('target'
'SD2' ,
SetOption('target'
'SD3' ,
SetOption('target'
'SD4' ,
SetOption('target'
'TB1' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST1' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST2' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST3' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST4' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST5' ,
SetOption('target'
'ST6' ,
SetOption('target'
'PT1',
SetOption('target'
'PT2' ,
SetOption( 'target'
'PT3' ,
SetOption('target'
'PT4' ,
SetOption('target'
'PT5' ,
SetOption('target'
'PT6' ,
SetOption('target'
'1D1' ,
SetOption('target'
'102' ,
SetOption('target'
'103' ,
SetOption('target'
'104' ,
SetOption('target'
'1D5' ,

'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'
'value'

'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false') ,
'false'),
1111) ,

'false') ,
'false'),
'false'),
'false') ,
'false') ,
'false') ,
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false'),
'false') ,
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SetOption('target'

'ID6' , 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OT1', 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OT2' , 'value'

'false') ,

SetOption('target'

'OT3' , 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OD1' , 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OD2' , 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OD3' , 'value'

'false'),

Set Option ( 'target'

'OD4' , 'value'

'false'),

Set Option ( 'target'

'OD5' , 'value'

'false'),

SetOption('target'

'OD6' , 'value'

'false')

)

,

Action['A6'] (Evaluate('TB1'

=

'DataOut(['PD1' , 'PD2' , 'PD3' , 'PD4' , 'PD5' ,

'SD1' , 'SD2' , 'SD3' , 'SD4' , 'PT1' , 'PT2' , 'PT3' , 'PT4' , 'PT5' , 'PT6' , 'ST1' , 'ST2' ,
'ST3' , 'ST4' , 'ST5' , 'ST6' , 'ID1' , 'ID2' , 'ID3' , 'ID4' , 'ID5' , 'ID6' , 'OT1' , 'OT2' ,
'OT3' , 'OD1' , 'OD2' , 'OD3' , 'OD4' , 'OD5' , 'OD6' , 'IT1' , 'IT2' , 'IT3' , 'IT4' , 'IT5' ,
'IT6' , 'IT?' , 'IT10'
] ) '))
)):

end:
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